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Preface

ICALL – Intelligent Computer-Assisted Language Learning – is an interdisciplinary field whose

aim is implementing and deploying applications for language learning based on Language Re-

sources and Natural Language Processing (NLP), thereby opening the way for inclusion of

open-ended language analysis and generation functionality in such applications.

Existing NLP tools and resources do not tend to find their way into the language learning

classroom, despite their obvious potential uses in language learning. The reasons may be twofold.

On the one hand, there is a lack of interested sponsors. On the other hand, there is a general lack

of interest in the NLP community in CALL applications. While this situation arguably may have

started to change for English, and a small number of other languages in the past ten years, it still

holds true for the Nordic languages.

It seems that the few systems that have been developed for ICALL are either copyrighted and

restricted by high licensing fees – and hence too expensive for universities and schools – or fall

short of the required quality in linguistic or pedagogical functionality.

It is obvious though that ICALL holds a potential for applying NLP tools and NL resources

in real-life conditions as opposed to laboratory tests and academic research. ICALL can help

popularize NLP tools and NL resources among many users. At the same time, NLP technologies

and resources can support teachers, relieving them from tedious tasks that can be modelled and

carried out by computers.

This situation calls for a change and the successful first workshop on NLP for CALL (http:

//spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/Research/icall/NLP4CALL) organized in connection

with the Swedish Language Technology Conference 2012 in Lund, as well as the recent estab-

lishment of the Special Interest Group at North European Association of Language Technology,

NEALT SIG-ICALL (http://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/Research/icall/SIG-ICALL),

have shown that there is a need for a forum where these issues can be discussed.

In view of that, we took the initiative to gather interested researchers together and discuss

experiences, challenges and successes in the area of ICALL development. In the call for papers

we invited submissions on topics such as the following:

• research directly aimed at ICALL,

• actual or potential use of existing NLP tools or resources for language learning,

• ongoing development of resources and tools with potential usage in ICALL, either directly

in interactive applications, or indirectly in materials, application or curriculum develop-

ment, e.g. collecting and annotating learner corpora; developing tools and algorithms for

readability analysis, selecting optimal corpus examples, etc.

We were especially interested in submissions describing work for Nordic languages.

We received a total of 8 papers, that have undergone blind review by three members of the program

committee:

• Toni Badia, UPF, Barcelona

• Lars Borin, University of Gothenburg

• Robert Eklund, Linköping University

• Petter Karlström, Stockholm University

• Sofie Johansson Kokkinakis, University of Gothenburg

• Ola Knutsson, Stockholm University
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• Hrafn Loftsson, Reykjavik University

• Montse Maritxalar, University of the Basque country

• Detmar Meurers, University of Tübingen

• Martí Quixal, Universty of Texas at Austin

• Mathias Schulze, University of Waterloo

• Joel Tetreault, Nuance Communications

• Cornelia Tschichold, Swansea University

• Elena Volodina, University of Gothenburg

Following the reviewers’ recommendations, 5 submissions were accepted for presentation at the

workshop and inclusion into the workshop proceedings volume, subject to revisions as recom-

mended by the reviewers.

The workshop was opened by an invited talk on Challenges in ICALL given by Cornelia Tschichold

(Swansea University, UK), followed by two sessions with oral presentations where a range of

topics have been introduced. A general discussion concluded the workshop.

The workshop organizers:

Elena Volodina

Lars Borin

Hrafn Loftsson

WS website: http://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/forskning/ICALL/2ndNLP4CALL

Acknowledgements: Financial support for the organization of the workshop has come in part

from the NordPlus Sprog program (the project A System Architecture for Intelligent CALL), and in

part from the University of Gothenburg, through its support of the Centre for Language Technology:

http://www.clt.gu.se
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ABSTRACT 

We propose a system for use in translation teaching with automatic support for 
alignment and comparative assessment of different translations. A primary use of this 
system is for discussion in class and comparison of student translations from a given 
source text, but it may also be used to study and compare differences between published 
translations. We describe the intended functions of the system and give suggestions on 
its design and architecture. We also discuss the degree of automation that can be 
expected and report results from a small indicative study focused on word alignment 
performance. 

KEYWORDS: natural language processing, translation teaching, translation assessment, 
alignment 
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1 Introduction 

With the advent of computational aids for translators, such as translation memory 
systems, terminology management systems and corpus search tools, the need to teach 
the use of such tools in translator training has also been recognized. From the 
perspective of natural-language processing, however, these tools are not very 
sophisticated. In particular, the technologies that have propelled the fast developments 
in machine translation have not been used as much as they could be. 

In this paper we give a proposal for a system that can support the assessment and class-
room discussion of students’ translations. Crucial to both aims is having the translations 
aligned at the word and segment levels with the source text. From this alignment global 
metrics of the student translations can be computed, helping them to understand the 
style of their translation in relation to other translations, including published ones. By 
using quantitative measures that have been shown to correlate well with qualitative 
judgements, it also helps the grading of students’ translations. Moreover, the alignment 
can support different kinds of visualizations of the students’ work. Our hypothesis is that 
a sufficient alignment quality can be obtained by using a combination of automatic and 
interactive methods.  

In the following, we first, in section 2, report on related work and then proceed, in 
section 3, to give an overview of the design and functions of the proposed system. In 
section 4 we describe preliminary results of a small experiment on alignment of texts 
that have been, or could be used for class instruction. Section 5, finally, holds our 
conclusions. 

2 Related work 

Translation memory systems and other CAT (Computer-Aided Translation) tools are 
increasingly being used in translator training, and the creation and use of corpora has 
been a common interest for translation studies, translator training and computational 
linguistics for several years (e.g. Zanettin et al., 2003). In translator training the corpora 
are mostly seen as resources for the student to use when translating (Lopez-Rodriguez 
and Tercedor-Sanchez, 2008; Pastor and Alcina, 2009). Proposals have also been made 
to use e-learning environments for specialized translation courses, where students’ 
translations can be collected and compared by all course participants (Fictumová, 2007).  

Also in our proposal immediate comparisons and assessments of students’ translations 
are offered as a class-based activity. A system with some similarity is reported in Shei 
and Pain (2002: 323) who describe an “intelligent tutoring system designed to help 
student translators learn to appreciate the distinction between literal and liberal 
translation”. Their system allows students to compare their own translations with 
reference translations and have them classified in terms of categories such as literal, 
semantic, and communicative. The comparisons are made one sentence at a time, using 
the Dice coefficient, i.e., by treating the sentences as bags of words. To contrast, our 
proposal uses more advanced computational linguistics tools, offers more teacher 
involvement, and provides text level assessment based on token alignments. 
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Our proposal relies heavily on recent advances within computational linguistics. In 
particular, it can be viewed as a test bed for current alignment technology. In addition it 
draws on the Token Equivalence Method (TEM; Tarvi, 2004) where the idea that 
translation correspondence at the token level is useful for the characterization and 
assessment of translations is developed  (see section 3). 

Alignment technology has advanced considerably over the years and is still an active 
area of research (Tiedemann, 2011). Word alignment is an input technology for a range 
of bilingual or multilingual NLP tasks. Most prominent of these is perhaps statistical 
machine translation (SMT; Koehn, 2009) but also many others such as terminology 
extraction, lexicon generation, and the creation of parallel corpora and treebanks. As far 
as we are aware, however, there is no published work reporting on alignment technology 
for use in the translation class. 

3 System overview 

The proposed environment has a central system for the teacher and a number of client 
systems for the students. The students’ systems can be designed somewhat similar to a 
translation memory, allowing alternative views of the source and target texts and, if need 
be, enforcing alignment of a student’s work with the source text at an appropriate 
segment level (sentence or paragraph). When a student has finished a translation task, 
she will save her translation in an XML-based exchange format such as an XLIFF 
extension and make it available for the teacher, say, by uploading it through a web 
interface. For the rest of this section we will focus on the teacher system. 

The teacher’s system is equipped with several modules for text analysis, including 
tokenization, lemmatization, part-of-speech tagging, sentence and word alignment, 
where automatic tools are integrated into an interactive environment. Any output from 
an automatic component can be reviewed and changed by the teacher. The teacher’s 
system also has components for visualization and joint display of the student 
translations. 

When a text has been selected for a translation exercise, it will be segmented, tokenized 
and indexed. The teacher can prepare the system dictionary for the new text as required 
and identify multiword units, including idioms, as units of special interest. When 
translations are returned, the teacher is acting as a post-editing human agent who can 
combine both manners of assessment, computer-assisted and manual. After 
tokenization and indexing the translations can be analyzed in the same way as the source 
text and be aligned with it. The teacher reviews the alignments and corrects the errors. 

Sentence alignment can be enforced for a given translation task, but if the teacher does 
not want that, sentence aligners usually perform well enough on the kind of short texts 
that are suitable for a translation class. Word alignment is a different matter. While 
error rates as low as 5% or less have been reported on some data sets (Liang et al. 2006; 
Moore et al. 2006), such figures are hard to achieve. Only practice can show what level 
of accuracy is actually required for the system to be useful and requirements may be 
different for classroom display and for grading purposes. 
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Alignment of a source text with several translations runs the risk that different 
translations segment and order the content in different ways so that no single 
segmentation of the source text can be taken as adequate for all translations. Within a 
text we can recognize segments, phrases, and tokens. Segments should be big enough to 
have one-to-one corresponding segments in all translations. Tokens are the smallest text 
units and phrases are made up of one or more tokens within a segment.  

The source text is maintained as a single file. It is connected to the translations via 
alignment files, one for each translation. Alignments at both segment and token level are 
represented in the alignment files. Translations of a source phrase can be computed for 
each translation based on the token alignments. It may of course happen that some part 
of a selected phrase has not been translated, or that the alignment contains more tokens 
than necessary. This information can be collected during the retrieval process and be 
displayed with the retrieved phrase.  

3.1 Translation views 

We imagine the system to support different views of the translations. A basic view is the 
segment view where a segment from the source text is displayed with one or more 
corresponding segments from the translations. This is the easiest one to implement as it 
only requires a correct segment alignment, where a segment may be a sentence, or a 
short paragraph. Words and phrases of interest in a source segment can be high-lighted, 
but the corresponding translations have to be recognized by the students without help 
from the system. 

Another view is the token view, where a word or phrase at a specific position in the 
source text is singled out and its different translations are displayed. The display of 
translations can be restricted to an arbitrary subset of the translations, and the context 
can also be varied, say, to one or more segments or in terms of bytes. The matching 
tokens can be high-lighted against the still visible context. 

A type view of the data is of interest when some word or phrase is used in different 
parts of the source text. Apart from just listing the different translations and their 
distribution on the students’ texts, frequency tables are also compiled. 

In addition, the system can display the outcomes of the different metrics that are 
described in the following section. These offer a global view of the translations, such as 
the amount of information from the source that are kept in the different translations. 
Such data can be displayed as a table, like Table 1 below in section 3.3. 

3.2 Assessment and grading 

There are a number of global metrics that can be computed from a word alignment. Here 
we follow the TEM framework. In Tarvi (2004) the TEM was used for comparing the 
classical Russian novel in verse by A. Pushkin Eugene Onegin (1837) and its then 
existing English translations. The quantitative figures calculated on 10% of the text of 
the novel showed a very good fit with the results obtained elsewhere on the same 
material by conventional comparative methods. Also, it could answer the question of 
which one of all the translations is the closest to the original, in both content and form. 
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Methodologically, the TEM focuses on what has been kept in translation. Two basic 
analytical planes are considered – content and formal. The lexical content of the original 
retained in its translation(s) is calculated as a percentage of the former. Several means of 
comparative assessment, in TEM referred to as ‘frames’, can be used, with the 
cumulative result – Translation Quotient (TQ) – calculated as an arithmetic mean of the 
percentages in all frames. There are also optional frames that focus on other 
characteristics of the translations that reflect the translator’s style. In some analytical 
frames, the results are calculated as absolute numbers. 

To illustrate the method, an eight-word excerpt (One LIX: 1-2) and the following five 
translations of Eugene Onegin are used: the translation by Vladimir Nabokov (1964), 
and the four latest versions – by Tom Beck (2004), Stanley Mitchell (2008), Henry M. 
Hoyt (2008), and D.M. Thomas (2011). The source sentence contains three Subject (S) – 
Predicate (P) groups, one Conjunction (C), and one Attribute (A): 

Pushkin:   1:Proshla  2:lyubov, 3:yavilas'   4:muza,    5:i      6:projasnilsya  7:tyomnyi  8:um.                                   

                    [passed]   [love]     [appeared]    [muse]   [and]     [cleared up]      [dark]      [mind] 

      P1         S1            P2             S2 C            P3            A            S3 

The translations are shown with the alignments in the direction from translation to 
source inserted (punctuation marks are ignored). Thus, the first link (1-2) associated 
with Nabokov’s translation says that the first word in the translation corresponds to the 
second word of the original. A zero (0) indicates that a word has no correspondent. For 
clarity multiword translations have been underlined and tokens with null links are 
indicated in bold: 

Nabokov:  Love passed, the Muse appeared, and the dark mind cleared up. 

  1-2 2-1 3-0 4-4 5-3 6-5 7-0 8-7 9-8 10-6 11-6 

Beck:  Once love had passed, the muse then surfaced, the darkness in mу mind 

had cleared. 

  1-0 2-2 3-0 4-1 5-0 6-4 7-0 8-3 9-0 10-7 11-0 12-0 13-8 14-0 15-6 

Hoyt:  Love past, the muse has made appearance, and the dark mind has changed to 

light; 

  1-2 2-1 3-0 4-4 5-0 6-3 7-3 8-5 9-0 10-7 11-8 12-0 13-6 14-6 15-6 

Mitchell:  Love passed, the Muse resumed dominion and cleared the darkness from mу 

mind, 

  1-2 2-1 3-0 4-4 5-3 6-3 7-5 8-6 9-0 10-7 11-0 12-0 13-8 

Thomas:  Love as she leaves lets in the Muse, and clarity once more I find.  

  1-2 2-0 3-0 4-1 5-3 6-3 7-0 8-4 9-5 10-6 11-0 12-0 13-0 14-0 

Note the mode of alignment suggested here: only the meaningful denotative tokens are 

aligned, while added grammar tokens, such as had or the, are given null alignments. 
Thus, although token 6:projasnilsya has been rendered as cleared up (Nabokov), had 
cleared (Beck), changed to light (Hoyt), cleared (Mitchell), and even as clarity 
(Thomas), all these renderings are viewed as retaining the denotative meaning of the 
original token. The connotative shades of meaning most suitable for the outlined goals 
can be discussed in class.   
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When employed manually, TEM employs such operations as consecutive numbering of 
the tokens in the source text; finding correspondences between the source and target 
tokens, identifying grammar tokens, parts of speech and syntactic positions, and 
calculating the obtained results as counts, percentages and Translation Quotients (TQ) 
for the purpose of grading. Therefore, the method generates absolute score (overall 
estimates) based on relative scores in separate frames (see Table 1). 

All of this work can be automated, promising a substantial reduction in the time to 
perform a TEM analysis. Some of the automatic modules, given the current state-of-the-
art will introduce a high number of errors, however, and for this reason, their output 
needs to be reviewed and corrected. The most critical one is the word alignment. 

3.3 TEM Frames 

In automatic mode, the (corrected) alignment files are used to calculate how much of the 
original information has been retained in the translations. Two content frames are used 
here – one basic, and one optional. The basic content frame (BCF) computes the 
number of source tokens that are part of a non-null alignment. This figure is then 
rendered as a percentage of the number of content tokens in the original. As is seen 
Nabokov, Hoyt and Mitchell translated all eight tokens and, hence, scored 100% each, 
Beck ignored 5:i (87%), while Thomas has left out 7:tyomnyi 8:um  (75%).  

The optional content frame (OCF) is a useful tool in additional assessment as it 
shows what has been added to the translation or that have no counterparts in the source 
texts. This can be calculated as an absolute number. Nabokov and Hoyt added no 
excessive content tokens, Mitchell added one (from), Beck – three, (once, then, in) 
Thomas – six (as, she, once, more, I, find). Note that not all null-aligned tokens are 
relevant to the OCF; grammar tokens that are required or suggested by the target 
language grammar are not counted. Thus, the OCF as other formal frames require an 
explicit recognizer for these tokens.  

The formal frames pertains to the formal aspects of the translations in comparison with 
the original. In this analysis, there is a basic frame and two optional ones.  

The basic formal frame (BFF), has the grammar tokens, – articles, tense markers, etc. 
at the centre of attention. Also these (the, had, has, my) can be seen to be employed in 
different quantities in the translations above: Thomas used only one, Nabokov – two, 
Mitchell – three, Hoyt – four, Beck – five. This frame, like other obliquely source-
dependent frames, can say something about the translator’s (or student’s) individual 
style.  

The optional formal frame I (OFF1) monitors another aspect of a translation. It 
counts the content tokens that are rendered with the same part of speech (PoS) in the 
translation as in the source. It is expressed as a percentage of all content tokens of the 
source. It is to be noted, that, like in other optional frames, the results reflect the 
translator’s strategies to render the original rather than the intrinsic qualities of latter. 
Nabokov used in all eight tokens the same part of speech as in the original, Hoyt in seven 
(he used a participle, past, instead of the verb for 1:Proshla, Beck and Mitchell rendered 
the adjective 7:tyomnyi  (dark) with a noun darkness, while Thomas kept the PoS for only 
the first five tokens of the original. 
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Another way of gauging the ‘presence’ of the original in its translation is to register the 
syntactic changes. It is indisputable that there are certain syntactic changes in 
translations that are inevitable, due to the grammatical requirements of the target 
language, like, for instance, source tokens 1-2, 3-4, and 6-8 here, which can be translated 
into English only in a reverse order. However, translators have the option to reformulate 
and go beyond what is minimally required in rendering the contents of the source text. 

If two tokens are rendered in the same sequence as in the original and preserve the same 
syntactic functions, they are considered kept. The optional formal frame II (OFF2) 
counts the number of such pairs and renders it as a percentage of all pairs. As could be 
expected, the most dramatic changes happened in the last group of tokens, Sts 6-7-8, 
with, for instance, St 8, originally Subject 3, rendered as Prepositional Objects (PO) by 
Beck and Mitchell; or St 7, originally an Attribute (A), rendered as a Direct Object (DO) 
by the same authors. Only Nabokov and Hoyt managed to have kept the attribute dark 
(St 7) in its original syntactic function. 

To compute OFF2 automatically requires a good parser. Simpler measures that register 
reorderings from the alignments  have been proposed in the literature, e.g. Kendall’s tau 
or the LRscore (Birch and Osborne, 2011). These measures, while not using syntactic 
functions can still rank different translations with respect to the amount of reordering. 

 BCF OFF1 OFF2 TQ OCF BFF Rank 

Translator % % % pp count count N 
Nabokov 100 100 25 75 0 2 1 
Beck 87 75 0 54 3 5 4 
Hoyt 100 87 25 70 0 4 2 
Mitchell 100 87 0 62 1 3 3 
Thomas 75 62 0 45 2 1 5 

Table 1. The TEM applied to eight words; assessment and grading. 

3.4 Grading 

Grading can be based on the frames. The TEM employs a measure called the 
translation quotient (TQ) which is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the 
percentages obtained in the frames. Moreover, as all translations can be given a rank for 
each frame, they can also be ranked from the TQ (see Table 1). After class discussion the 
students can revise their translations and one more monitoring can be carried out. The 
final grade, which can be an arithmetic mean of the home and class grades, is not only 
displayed but is registered automatically. If, at the end of class, the final grades are 
exhibited on screen in their ranking order, it is the best possible motivation for students 
to work diligently both at home and in class.   

4 What word alignment technology to use? 

As word alignment is crucial to the proposal, it is of interest to know what performance 
we can expect from currently available alignment systems, and what work is required 
from the teacher in order to get data of sufficient quality. 
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Word alignment systems usually give two kinds of output, token-oriented and type-
oriented. The token-oriented alignment connects positions of the parallel texts, while the 
type-oriented output provides associations of words and phrases from the corpus as a 
whole, with or without probabilities. In the case of machine translation and the 
extraction of lexical data, the token-based alignment is not of primary interest; it is 
rather the word and phrase associations that can be derived from it. In our application 
both are relevant, but the token-based alignment is primary. 

The most widely used word alignment systems, such as Giza++ (Och and Ney 2003) and 
its relatives, are statistical, learning word translation probabilities from parallel data. 
The alignment problem that we wish to find a solution for has the following 
characteristics: 

 The source text is usually short, maybe in the range of 500–2000 words 

 There are several translations and the parallel corpus to be aligned can be built 
from all the different translations and repeated versions of the source text 

 Source and target languages are known so available resources in the form of 
dictionaries, SMT phrase tables, morphological analyzers, taggers, named entity 
recognizers, and parsers can be used 

The fact that the texts are short speaks against using a statistical aligner. On the other 
hand, since the number of different translations can be high, data may still be sufficient 
for the exploitation of statistical tendencies. Also, we may augment the corpus with 
relevant portions of free parallel corpora, such as Europarl, based on lexical overlap. As 
the languages and source text are known in advance, word aligners that are based on 
generic resources such as dictionaries, syntactic pattern correspondences, and distortion 
distributions, the latter computed, say, from parallel treebanks, can also be employed. A 
framework using such resources is the “pressure aligner” of Esplà-Gomis et al. (2012).  

We have made initial studies of alignment performance of Giza++ and a pressure aligner 
for two data sets. The purpose of these experiments is to find out what level can be 
reached with these systems.  In particular we want to study the effect of the number of 
translations available for the statistical aligner, the effect of text-specific dictionaries for 
the pressure aligner, and the possibility to combine the two methods. 

The first data set we have used is Russian–English; it comprises 17 stanzas (1085 tokens) 
from Eugene Onegin and eight different translations. We applied Giza++ (model 4) with 
standard settings to this data varying the size of the training corpus from one translation 
to all eight. As expected, performance improved with the addition of more translations; 
for one translation precision and recall are close to 30%, for eight translations it rises to 
48%. We have not yet applied a pressure aligner to this data. 

The second data set is English–Swedish with student translations from a translation 
class. The source text is made up of two short text snippets used in translation exercises, 
altogether 1234 tokens. There are three student translations and one published 
translation. To augment the corpus, two translations made by Google Translate and 
Microsoft Translator were added. The test set is the first short text with 452 tokens. We 
report precision and recall figures for six different set-ups in Table 2. The first two rows 
shows that more training data helps performance of the statistical system Giza++ (model 
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4). PA-1 is a pressure aligner with a dictionary for the most common English words and 
a short list of syntactic pattern correspondences. PA-2 has an added lexicon with words 
from the source text including correspondences found in the test set. The table also 
shows performance for the union and intersection of the two best aligners. 

Id System Corpus size 
Null links included Null links excluded 

Precision Recall Precision Recall 

1 Giza++[1 trl] 452 0.68 0.68 0.75 0.65 

2 Giza++[5 trl] 2260 0.75 0.74 0.82 0.70 

3 PA-1 452 0.50 0.55 0.82 0.49 

4 PA-2 452 0.61 0.66 0.89 0.61 

5 Union(2,4) N.A. 0.74 0.79 0.78 0.78 

6 Intersection(2,4) N.A. 0.87 0.54 0.98 0.53 

Table 2. Word alignment results for different systems. Best values are shown in bold. 

5 Conclusions 

We have presented an innovative concept for computer-aided translation teaching, 
based on existing token-based analyses of translations from computational linguistics 
and translation studies. As word alignment is the most crucial process for the proposal, 
we have also reported a pilot study on the feasibility of current alignment technologies 
for use in the system.  

While the word alignment evaluation is small-scale, we believe it shows promising 
results. The statistical aligner improves when more translations are used, and the 
pressure aligner is able to take advantage of small increments to its dictionaries. In 
addition, they both find correspondences that the other aligner does not, so results can 
be further improved by combining them. With these small amounts of data, however, 
both aligners produce too many null links. That is why performance is better when only 
non-null links are considered. For post-editing, it is probably better to leave null links 
out, but for the test corpus at hand, this still means that at least some 200 links need to 
be added for a complete alignment. This is quite a lot of work, in particular if we 
consider that it should be multiplied by the number of translations at hand. 

Still, we have not exhausted the potential of our word aligners. Performance is likely to 
improve by extending training data with open parallel resources for the statistical 
aligner, and using a much larger dictionary and phrase list for the pressure aligner. Also, 
as interactive word alignment can arguably be said to have some pedagogical value for 
the analysis of translations, this is work that  may sometimes be performed by the 
students as a class-based activity. 
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ABSTRACT

This article describes a set of question-answer drills for language learning for a richly inflected

language. The drills have been in actual use for some time. They allow for free input and make

use of a constraint-grammar-based system, which anticipates a number of grammatical errors

and common misspellings and gives certain response types. The interactions between student

and computer are recorded, and the log reveals that the free-input approach comes at a price:

students tend to avoid complex constructions. In order to force the student to answer with more

complex constructions, while still keeping the free-input approach, we implemented a solution

with more constraints for the input. The exercise items are generated and each template gives

rise to a huge numbers of exercises. Constraint grammar makes it easy to control for both

grammar errors and adherence to the constraints given in the task. The evaluation on authentic

learner data shows that constraining the user’s input with the question itself, makes it possible

to analyse the student’s free input, with very good precision and recall. But parsing the input is

only a part of the challenge of designing real-life ICALL systems. The article discusses other

design issues related to question-answering drills.
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1 Introduction

Two question-answering drills (QA-drills) offering free input with immediate error feedback,

have been available since 2009 for people learning North Saami. This article both presents an

evaluation of the processing of the students’ input, and how we have met some challenges we

have seen from the learners’ real-life use of the programs.

The QA-drills are a part of an ICALL system for North Saami called Oahpa! (‘Learn!’)1 consisting

of both word quizzes and morphological exercises with e.g. fill-in-the-blanks. The system was

originally designed as a supplement to ordinary text books. Since 2012 the ICALL-programs

have been integrated into the university’s introductory courses, and integrated into web-based

teaching materials2, which are used together with teacher instruction.

North Saami is a morphologically complex Uralic language, and its orthographic conventions

differ substantially from the native language of most of the students. The language demands a lot

of practising before the student reaches the level of fluency required for everyday conversation.

Since it is a minority language, with only appr. 18,000 speakers altogether in Norway, Sweden

and Finland, learners often do not have enough opportunities to practise the language in a

natural setting.

Crucial for learners of North Saami is the mastering of the morphological system, and the

QA-drills handled in this paper are based on the concept Focus on Form, proposed by (Long,

1991). This means that in the context of a communicative interaction, the attention of language

learners is drawn to the form of specific language features. This approach is contrasted with

Focus on FormS, which is limited solely to the explicit focus on language features, and Focus on
Meaning, which is limited to focus on meaning with no attention paid to form at all. According

to a review on available research (Norris and Ortega, 2000), both Focus on Form and Focus on

FormS lead to more substantial effects than implicit instruction.

The main goal of the programs was to develop a language tutoring system with error analysis.

Immediate error feedback and meta-linguistic advice about morphology and syntax were seen

as important requirements for the programs, grounded in research that shows that formal rule

teaching is necessary for adult language learners (DeKeyser, 1995, 2000). Another goal was to

make the QA-drills as open as possible for the students, imitating real-word communication

with a native speaker.

Even if many ICALL systems of this kind are proposed in the literature, not many of them

are fully integrated into real-life foreign-language programmes in universities. In addition to

the system presented here, reported systems integrated in university instruction are found for

Japanese, Portuguese and German (Nagata, 2002; Heift, 2001, 2010; Amaral and Meurers,

2011).

But being able to process ill-formed input is only part of the challenge of designing real-

life ICALL systems; other challenges are how to avoid long instructions in the learners’ L1

but still constraining the learner input so that it can be analysed well enough, and how to

give appropriate feedback to the learner (Amaral and Meurers, 2011). An evaluation of the

program’s first three months of operation (Antonsen et al., 2009), and later supervising of the

learner data, revealed that the learners’ avoidance of complex constructions is a challenge in a

free-input system, that the learners’ misspellings make the human-computer interaction more

1http://oahpa.no/davvi/
2http://kursa.oahpa.no/
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difficult and less interesting for them, and that many learners do not work through the whole

dialogues. These challenges are the topics of this article, and they are treated in the following

sections: The different QA-drills and their design and how we constrain the input is explained in

Section 2. All QA-drills use the same analyser, based on finite-state transducers and constraint

grammar, which is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the human-computer interaction,

the feedback to the users and an evaluation based on the log files. Section 4.2 looks at some

other aspects grounded in direct responses from students. Both the evaluation and how we

meet the challenges, are summarised in the conclusion in Section 5.

2 The Question-Answering Drills

The drills consist of questions, both of yes/no-questions and wh-questions. The pedagogical

goal is to let the student exercise verb inflection by answering the question with correct person,

tense and mood, and also use correct case on the noun. The students get tutorial feedback on

grammatical errors in their input.

The Dialogue QA-drill offers six dialogues built up with ready-made sentences, based on real-

world scenarios. In each dialogue there are alternative branches, and the navigation between

the branches is made dependent upon the student’s answers. For example, if the question

is whether the student has a car, a positive answer will navigate to a branch with follow-up

questions about the car. Some of the information in the student’s input, is stored and used in

the questions, e.g. the brand of the student’s car or what kind of drink she has chosen. Each

dialogue has an underlying pedagogical goal, e.g. the shopping-dialogue is for answering with

accusative vs. nominative case, helping a friend moving furniture-dialogue is for answering

with locative vs. illative case, and looking at prices in a shop dialogue is for comparison of

adjectives.

In the Open Generated QA-drill the tasks are made by a sentence generator, in order to be able to

create a large number of potential tasks. By tuning the generator, one can easily offer variation

to the user, instead of tailoring every task with ready-made questions. The questions come

randomly, but are grouped by level of difficulty.

<question>
<text>Mas SUBJ MAINV</text>
<element id="SUBJ">

<grammar pos="N"/>
<sem class="FAMILY"/>

</element>
<element id="MAINV">

<grammar tag="V+Ind+Person-Number"/>
<id>ballat</id>

</element>
</question>

Figure 1: Example of a question template. The generated question (in the <text> element)

consists of the interrogative mas ‘what.LOC’, the verb ballat ‘fear.INF’ and a noun from the

FAMILY set. The generated question can be Mas vieljat ballet? ‘What were the brothers afraid

of?’ The sentence generator handles the agreement between subject and main verb.
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A template question matrix contains two types of elements: constants and grammatical units for

words selected from a pedagogical lexicon of about 2,700 words that are considered relevant

for the learners of the language, categorised by semantic sets. The sentence generator handles

agreement, such as person and number agreement between the subject and the main verb. The

format for the question ‘What is/are SUBJ afraid of?’ is presented in Figure 2. The noun for the

variable SUBJ is drawn randomly from the FAMILY semantic set, which consists of 48 members,

and it can be generated as either singular or plural. The agreement with the verbal is handled

in the sentence generator. This sentence generator is also used for generating both question

and answer for morphology-grammar exercises (Antonsen et al., 2013).

The Open Generated QA-drill and the Dialogue QA-drill give few constraints for the answer. The

student is encouraged to answer with a full sentence and with the same verb as in the question,

which is a natural way of answering a question in North Saami, but the purpose is also to force

the student to inflect the particular verb. The logs reveal, however, that the students will not

write more complex language than they have to. Some examples are the following: students

will not answer with a complex NP if they can answer with just a pronoun or a noun, and they

will not write a time-expression by using a PP, when they can answer with an adverb instead.

The price we pay for the free-input strategy is thus that the users are not forced to exercise

more complex language skills.

In order to get the users to construct more complex phrases, a new design of the Open Generated

QA-drill has been introduced, here called Constrained QA-drill. It presents 2-4 lemmas, which

should be used to construct the complete answer. This drill type is inspired by e-tutor, a program

for teaching German to foreigners (Heift, 2001), in which the possible input is restricted to a

set of lemmas which the user must use to construct a sentence. But unlike the e-tutor program,

the drill in this paper is made by generated tasks, and it uses the same analyser as the other

QA-drills, so it allows the student to add more words to the sentence than the given ones.

The lemmas are drawn from semantic sets so there is variation in the exercise items for the

students. The system also offers the student the possibility of varying the answer as long as

the given lemmas are a part of it. The question in Figure 2 is Gean deivet gáffádagas? ‘Who did

you meet at the cafe?’, and for the answer three lemmas are given: deaivat ‘meet.V’, suohtas
‘funny.Adj’, skibir ‘friend.N’. The QA-pair is glossed in Examples (1) and (2).

(1) Gean

who.ACC

deivet

met.PRT.SG2

gáffádagas?

at-cafe.LOC

‘Who did you meet at the cafe?’

(2) Mun

I

deaivat

meet.LEMMA

suohtas

funny.LEMMA

skibir

friend.LEMMA

‘I met a funny friend.’

The system accepts many kinds of answers, as long as the three given lemmas form a correctly

inflected NP, as presented in examples (3), (4) and (5):

(3) Mun

I

deiven

met.PRT.SG2

suohtas

funny.ATTR

skihpára.

friend.ACC

‘I met a funny friend.’
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(4) Mun

I

han

emph.FOC.PCLE

deiven

met.PRT.SG2

iežan

my.PRON.REFL

suohtas

funny.ATTR

skihpára.

friend.ACC

‘I (emph) met my funny friend.’

(5) Ikte

yesterday

mun

I

vuot

again

deiven

met.PRT.SG2

iežan

my.PRON.REFL

suohtas

funny.ATTR

skihpára.

friend.ACC

‘Yesterday I again met my funny friend’

The QA-task here is generated from a template with variables:

<text>Gean MAINV gáffadagas</text> <text>Mun MAINV ADJ NOUN</text>

The former one is the question and the latter one gives three lemmas for the answer.

The task is thus to inflect the verb and the adjective, which is drawn from a set of 45 suitable

adjectives for nouns denoting humans, and the noun from a set of 44 members. Altogether, this

template generates 1980 different exercises. Also the verb can be drawn from a set (for this

task e.g. meet, see, know...), and the number of different exercises expands tremendously.

Figure 2: A example of a QA-task. The lemmas which the student has to inflect, are marked

with blue colour. The feedback in the yellow window is a tool-tip, which appears on the student

request, and its has a link to the relevant part of an online grammar. The sentences in the task

are explained in Section 2.

Common for all three QA-drills is that the tutorial feedback concerning grammar errors is given

in a separate window and the user is allowed to correct the answer until it is accepted. The

user can choose the meta language (North Saami, Finnish, Swedish, Norwegian or English)

because it is important that they understand the meta-linguistic issues reported by the system.

The instructions about how to use the system, very limited, no long explanations, are given in

North Saami, but the system offers translations in tool-tip, appearing on the user’s request.

3 The System and the Analysers

The question-answer pairs are analysed with finite state transducers (FST) for morphology,

and a constraint grammar (CG) rule set, which is used both for disambiguating and assigning

grammar error tags as triggers for tutorial feedback to the user.

The morphological analyser/generator FST is compiled with the Xerox compilers twolc and

lexc (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003). The lexicon contains 110,000 lemmas – almost half

of them are proper nouns. The morphological disambiguator is implemented in the CG-

framework (Karlsson et al., 1995).
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In order to give better feedback to the students, the FST is enriched with some typical L2

misspellings, which are systematic, and these are marked with error tags (Antonsen, 2012).

This makes it possible to some extent to give the student a precise feedback on misspellings,

such as ‘X should have consonant gradation’, and offering more explanations about why. In

the following example the wordform addet (the lemma is addit) gets an additional reading

as a misspelling of áddet, (the lemma is áddet). The misspelling is marked with an error tag,

AErr. This makes it possible, by means of CG-rules, to respond to the misspelling instead of

responding to the verb which is actually written:

"<addet>" áddet V TV Ind Prs Sg2 AErr ‘to understand’
"<addet>" addit V TV Ind Prt Sg2 ‘to give’

3.1 Analysing with Constraint Grammar

For compilation of CG-rules, vislcg3 is used, this is a new and improved version of the

free/open-source compiler vislcg (VISL-group, 2008). The program contains manually

written, context-dependent rules, mainly used for selecting the correct analysis in case of

homonymy. Each rule adds, removes, selects or replaces a tag or a set of grammatical tags

in a given sentential context. Context conditions may be linked to any tag or tag set of any

word anywhere in the sentence, either locally (in a fixed subdomain of the context) or globally

(in the whole context). Context conditions in the same rule may be linked, so that they are

conditioned by each other, negated or blocked by interfering words or tags.

The North Saami syntactic analyser based on constraint grammar has an F-score of 0.99 for

part-of-speech (PoS) disambiguation, 0.94 for disambiguation of inflection and derivation, and

0.93 for assignment of grammatical functions (syntax) (Antonsen et al., 2010). CG is feasible

for grammar checking, and in use for existing grammar checkers, e.g. of Norwegian, Swedish,

Danish and Basque (Johannessen et al., 2002; Arppe, 2000; Birn, 2000; Bick, 2006; Uria et al.,

2009). There is a prototype for native speakers of North Saami (Wiechetek, 2012). CG is also

used in an ICALL program for annotation of free-user input for seven languages (Bick, 2005).

The vislcg3 rule set used for analysing the input from the drills, consists of two parts. The

first part is a set of 872 rules, which disambiguates the user’s input only to a certain extent. The

rule set is relaxed in comparison to the ordinary disambiguator, in order to be able to detect

relevant readings despite grammatical and orthographic errors in the input. The second part of

the rule set contains 247 rules for giving feedback to grammatical errors, and for the Dialogue

QA-drill there are rules for navigating to the next question or utterance based on the user’s

answer.

Both the rules for assigning navigation tags and grammar error tags are in the same CG rule set.

The advantage of having them in the same file, is saving starting up time, and the flexibility in

ordering of the rules. It is e.g. possible to choose dialogue path before commenting on grammar

errors. And one can choose to ignore misspellings, which are recognised of the system, in favour

to navigate to the next question. To our knowledge, constraint grammar has not been applied

for dialogue navigation before.

3.2 Feedback on Input

The system gives two kinds of feedback: If the student’s answer is accepted, it turns green and

the next question is presented, which in the Dialogue QA-drill can be a follow-up question, see
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Figure 3. If the answer is not accepted, there will be feedback about the grammatical problem

in the answer, and it can even point out the problematic word. Both feedback types are done by

CG-rules.

Figure 3: From the Dialogue QA-drill. The setting is in a grocery and the learner is answering

questions about what to buy. The available items show up in the window to the left. The

accepted answer turns green, and the next question is presented. The pedagogical goal is to use

accusative case in the answers.

The system’s question is merged with the student’s answer, and given to the analyser as one

text string. Instead of a sentence delimiter, the question mark is exchanged with a question

delimiter tag (QDL), so that the CG-rules can refer to the question and the answer separately,

even if they are merged into one sequence. The question itself constrains the possible analyses

of the user input.

The navigation in the Dialogue QA-drill is done by CG-rules, which e.g. assign tags to the string

according to whether it contains an affirmative or negative answer, or assign a tag to the target

of the question. The rule in Example (6) adds the tag &dia-target to the head of the NP,

if it is in accusative, and there is no negation to the left of it (*–1), and the interrogative on

the left side of the QDL asks for an accusative, defined as the set TARGETQUESTION-ACC.

There are exceptions for the possibility of that the targeted word could be a genitive (which

is homonymous with accusative) modifying a noun to the right (0 Gen LINK 1 N). The rule is

simplified:

(6) ADD (&dia-target) TARGET NP-HEAD + Acc IF (*–1 QDL BARRIER Neg

LINK *–1 TARGETQUESTION-ACC)(NEGATE 0 Gen LINK 1 N) ;

The next question in the dialogue may comment the student’s answer by including an inflected

form of the &dia-target-lemma, or there may be rules navigating to another branch of the

dialogue according to the lemma itself, like in the following example. If the student wants tea,

she will be offered honey, but sugar if she prefers coffee. The question (the <text> element) is
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‘Do you want coffee or tea?’ and the next question will differ according to the tags mapped by

CG-rules to the answer. There will always be a default path if the analyser fails to interpret the

answer in any of the predefined ways:

<text>Háliidat go gáfe vai deaja?</text>
<alt target="coffee" link="sugar_question"/>
<alt target="tea" link="honey_question"/>
<alt target="negative" link="drink_something_else_question"/>
<alt target="default"> link="next_topic"/>

The rules searching for grammatical errors in the input are common for all the QA-drills, and

may depend on the morphology and the syntax in the question, for example, which case the

interrogative asks for, or the verb tense, or the person-number inflection of the verb. Since the

students’ sentences are answers to known questions, the error-detection rules can be written

accordingly, and problems with long dependencies, often faced by error-detection systems, have

not occurred so far. The system also contains rules taking as their scope the right side of the

QDL: subject-verbal agreement, NP-internal agreement and the case of nouns and pronouns

based on the valency of the verb. The system is conservative and opts for safe error detection

rules; false negatives instead of false positives, see Section 4.1.

The error tag in Figure 4 is mapped by a CG rule such as Example (7) (simplified):

(7) MAP (&grm-non-agr-subj-v) TARGET VFIN IF (0 $$PERSON-NUMBER-TAG

LINK –1 (Pers Nom) – $$PERSON-NUMBER-TAG LINK *–1 QDL) ;

This rule maps the error tag to the finite verb (VFIN) if its person-number tag is not the same

as for the personal pronoun on the left side. The last constraint, that both the verb and the

pronoun are in the answer, is given by asking for a QDL to the left (*–1 QDL).

The given lemmas in the Constrained QA-drill are generated from sets in the lexicon and

given to the analyser together with the question, stored in the same cohort as the QDL, as in

Figure 4. CG-rules map error tags to the string if not all the given lemmas in the QDL cohort

are represented in the answer. The handling of the question–answer pair is otherwise the same

as for the other drills.

Grammar errors for which there are rules include:

• verbs: finite, infinite, negative form, correct person/tense according to the question

• agreement: subject/verbal, NP-internal

• case of argument and PP based upon the interrogative and valency

• time expressions, some special adverbs, particles according to word order

• comparison of adjectives

The differences between the three types of QA-drills are handled by means of ids assigned by

the system to the input, which some of the CG-rules will refer to.

The system gives only one feedback message at a time, even if there are several error tags

assigned. The choice of message is decided by the ordering in the message file. The errors

based on local context are prioritised, e.g., first giving a message about spelling errors before

possible agreement errors, and agreement errors inside the NP are prioritised over agreement

between subject and verb, and so on. In some cases two error messages can be triggered by the
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Figure 4: The question and answer pair is given to the analyser as one string. The given lemmas

are placed in the same cohort as the QDL (question delimiter) and CG-rules map error tags to

the string if they are not represented in the answer. The input is disambiguated to some degree.

A CG rule maps the &grm-non-agr-subj-v tag to the verb to trigger feedback on the missing

subject-verbal agreement. The question-answer pair is translated in Section 2.

same error, and both the error tags will disappear when the student corrects the input after the

feedback about the first one.

4 Human-Computer Interaction

The design of the QA-drills should match the students’ needs, and it is therefore crucial to

study the interaction between the user and the system. The recording of the human-computer

interaction makes is possible to evaluate and to improve the system.

Immediate error feedback is an important requirement of the system. Above all the feedback

should support and facilitate learning, and the error should be seen as a chance of getting

the language learner not only to correct the input, but also understand the reason for her

misconception.

In Table 1 is an example of a good interaction. The human-computer interaction in Table 2 is

not very good. The student gets misleading feedback on the first answer, and has to correct the

input a total of three times, before it is accepted.

The users are not homogenous, and it is a challenge to give feedback on the correct level for

each learner. By requiring users to log into the system, it would be possible to give individualised

feedback. Based on the stored data about their individual performance one could modulate the

instructional feedback according to a student model, in which the user is classified as a novice,

an expert on so on, on the particular grammar skill. The student model could also be used to

provide exercises to the student which focus on their area of weakness. See (Heift and Schulze,

2007) for more.
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Boad̄át go odne? (‘Do you come today?’)

user’s input System’s System’s feedback

judge

In sáhtte boahtit odne. 0 "sáhtte" has wrong form. It comes after

‘I don’t "can" come today.’ the negation verb and should have

negation form.

In sáhte boahtit odne. 1

‘I cannot come today.’

Table 1: An example from the log of a good human-computer interaction. The student corrects

her input according to the feedback, and the answer is accepted. System’s judge: <1> means

that the answer is accepted.

Lea go dus heasta? (‘Do you have a horse?’)

user’s input System’s System’s feedback

judge

mus in leat heasta 0 Are you confident that you

‘I don’t.Sg1 have a horse’ answer in correct person?

mus in lean heasta 0 Are you confident that you

‘I don’t.Sg1 have.Sg1=PrtConNeg a horse’ answer in correct tense?

mus in lea heasta 0 The verb should have

‘I don’t.Sg1 have.Sg3 a horse’ negation form.

mus ii leat heasta 1

‘I don’t.Sg3 have.Sg3 a horse’

Table 2: An example from the log of a human-computer interaction which is not optimal. The

problematic words are here marked with bold. In the first input the negation verb should have

agreed with the noun, ii.Sg3 instead of in.Sg1. In stead the student corrects the correct infinite

form of the main verb to a form which can be interpreted both as Prs.Sg1 and Prt.ConNeg, and

therefore the next feedback comments the tense. A better feedback to the first input would

have been: ‘Are you confident that "in" is the correct person?’

The system in this paper can be used without logging in, and we have chosen an approach

in which the student herself choses how much information she needs. The tutorial feedback

is provided to the student on three levels: a short description of the error is always present,

on request more information about the grammatical feature is given in a tool-tip, which also

contains a link to the relevant part of an online grammar reference (see Figure 2).

Even if the target group for the programs are university students learning North Saami, the

programs are freely available on the Internet. One can tell from the usage logs that school pupils

use the QA-drills, when they give information about their age and what they do in their answers

to the questions in the Dialogue QA-drill. The system’s feedback is targeted at students who

know the linguistic terminology, and the logs reveal that many users do not always respond to

it, probably the young ones, and they do not use the grammar links in the feedback. Therefore

they often write many erroneous answers to the same question.
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During the first years of operation the dialogues consisted of up to 28 questions in the longest

paths through the branches. We learned from the logs that not many students worked through

the whole dialogues. We now offer more, but shorter dialogues, each consisting of 8-14

questions, which seem to be a more appropriate number for the students.

4.1 Evaluation of the User Log

The evaluation is two-fold, both are based on the real use of the QA-drills. In Table 3 is a

comparison of the error feedback the system has added to the users’ input, for the same period

for the Dialogue QA-drill and Open Generated QA-drill with little constraints for the input, and

the Constrained QA-drill.

The misspellings make a large part of the error feedback for all QA-drills, even more often

for the Constrained QA-drill than for the other ones. The reason is probably that the user is

forced to inflect the given lemmas, and cannot choose to answer with simpler words. Most of

the misspellings are systematic, and the FST should have been enriched with more erroneous

forms marked with error tags. But even if the users to some extent get specific feedback to the

misspellings, the log reveals that the young users don’t always understand the meta-linguistic

feedback.

For the not-constrained QA-drills 17.7% of the feedback concerns missing finite verb in the

answer. A common reason is that the user answers with a single word. Using the Constrained

QA-drill it is clearer for the user that the answer has to contain a verb, and this feedback is

quite rare, only 1.3 %.

The feedback on semantics in the Constrained QA-drill concerns using the given lemmas. The

evaluation revealed that to Sg2-questions about personal information, the users tended to

answer intuitively without the given lemmas. In the Dialogue QA-drill the users sometimes in

their answers failed to relate to the objects in the dialogue setting, e.g. to which room they will

suggest to put a furniture, even if a list of the available rooms are given in the interface.

Other Constrained

QA-drills QA-drill

CG rule type N % N %

misspellings 307 37.5 % 329 43.7%

no finite verb 145 17.7 % 10 1.3 %

wrong case/number 102 12.5 % 133 17.7%

verbal-subject agreement 94 11.5 % 75 10.0%

comments on semantics 89 10.9 % 119 15.8%

wrong verb form 35 4.3% 36 4.8 %

NumP internal agreement 27 3.3% 22 2.9 %

other 12 1.5% 3 0.4 %

NP internal agreement 7 0.9% 26 3.5 %

altogether 818 100.1 % 753 100.1%

Table 3: Rules in use for a corpus of logged 2834 question-answer pairs.

In the Dialogue QA-drill there are questions about age and family, and a numeral phrase is

prohibited in the answer. The feedback about missing agreement inside a numeral phrase makes
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up for 3.3 % of the feedback, which is almost the same as for the Constrained QA-drill (2.9 %).

But the users of the Constrained QA-drill get feedback on NP-internal agreement almost four

times as often as the users of the unconstrained QA-drills. The conclusion to Table 3 is that the

Constrained QA-drill makes the users form more complex sentences, with finite verb and more

complex NPs, than the unconstrained QA-drills.

The other part of the evaluation was to calculate the precision and recall of the system’s

judgement of the user input. Two parts of the usage log were annotated, for the unconstrained

and for the Constrained QA-drill. The results of the annotating are presented in Table 4. Every

error-feedback or no-feedback from the system was annotated with true or false.

The precision and recall for the Constrained QA-drill is very good, with the score for precision

slightly better than for recall. That means that the system more often slips some errors through,

than it flags non-existing errors. For the unconstrained drills precision is not so good: 0.93; the

system flags an error which is not there in 7 % of the cases. For 44.7 % of the wrongly flagged

errors the reason is a bad CG-rule for accusative in time-expressions. The rule was easy to

improve. For some cases there are spelling variants of the word in question, which result in

different lemmas in the morphological analysis, and the user gets incorrect feedback on not

having used the given lemma or referred to the object in the dialogue. This can be fixed in

the FST by unifying variants to one common lemma. In five cases the wordform was missing

in the analyser because of limitations done to reduce the compilation time. This proves how

important it is to constantly supervise the user logs.

True pos. True pos. False True False Prec. Rec.

but not corr. pos. neg. neg.

feedback

Not constrained

QA-drills, N=982 493 44 = 8.9 % 36 439 12 0.932 0.976

Constrained

QA-drill, N=1114 749 72 = 9.6 % 3 352 9 0.996 0.988

Table 4: Precision and recall for a part of the user log for the Dialogue QA-drill and the Open

Generated QA-drill compared the a part of the log from the Constrained QA-drill.

Important for a good human-computer interaction is that the feedback on the error addresses

the error the student has made. For 8.9% and 9.7% of the true positives the feedback was

misleading, like the example in Table 2. In some other cases the problem was caused by

two errors in the same word. The first feedback addressed a specific misspelling. When the

student had corrected the misspelling, the next feedback informed the user that the inflection

nevertheless was wrong in the context. This illustrates that the algorithm explained in Section

3.2 not always is the best one, and in some cases it has to be modified. Another ordering of the

error-messages would have made it possible to comment the inflection despite the misspelling.

Sometimes when the user does not know how to correct the answer, the lemma belongs to a

group of stems, which does not follow the general inflectional paradigm. In such cases the

feedback should be more specific and address these features for the particular lemma. E.g. even

if the main rule is consonant gradation in the stem in certain inflections, there are classes of

stems for which this rule does not apply. These words can be recognised by their morphological
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properties, and it would be possible to give specific comments in the error feedback, e.g. ‘Be

aware of that X is a derived agent noun, and therefore it has no consonant gradation.’

4.2 Students’ Responses

In some periods there has been a feedback questionnaire on the web. Some users have asked

for an answer key to the questions. For the Dialogue QA-drill this is critical because the user

is not able to continue the dialogue before the answer is accepted. We have implemented a

solution, which allows the user to request for an example-answer after the second time the

answer is not accepted. The user still has to type in the answer herself. This was easy to do for

the ready-made questions. We will also consider to generate example-answers for the generated

questions.

Some students ask for audio files connected to the dialogues. It will be possible to record all

the Dialogue QA-drill with ready-made questions. One could first offer only the audio file for

the question, and let the student ask for the text, if needed. For the generated questions one

could do the same using a text-to-speech program, if the quality were good enough. Such a

program for North Saami is under construction now, and will be available in the future.

The evaluation revealed that the young users do not always understand the meta-linguistic

feedback. Even if it would have been easier to give a appropriate feedback to the users if by

requiring them to log in, we have hesitated to do that, because of the lack of North Saami

teaching materials in the whole educational system. A way of giving them a better feedback,

but still keep the possibility of using the programs without logging in, could be asking the users

to type their age before they start the exercise, and address adapted feedback for the different

age groups.

5 Conclusion

This article has presented an evaluation of QA-drills based on authentic learner data. One of

the drills consists of pre-made questions, the other one uses a question generator, which makes

a large number of exercises from each template. All the QA-drills give meta-linguistic feedback

to the user, in the dialogue QA-drill a correct answer will be followed up by a further question.

Language learners are generally not able to evaluate the feedback in the way a native speaker

does, therefore it is crucial that the system gives appropriate feedback and does not flag false

errors. The evaluation of authentic learner data shows that constraining the user’s input with

the question itself, makes it possible to analyse the student’s free input with very good precision

and recall. For 8.9–9.7 % of the true errors the feedback was still misleading, but for most these

instances, it was possible to do better by improving the rules or the ordering of the rules.

The learners’ avoidance of complex constructions is a challenge in a free-input system, but

constraining the input with given lemmas to build their answer is a way of getting the learners

to write more complex language, while still being within the free-input approach. Constraint

grammar is very flexible, and can easily be used to check whether the student really has used

the given lemmas in the answer, even when the lemmas are generated from large lemma sets.

Studying the authentic human-computer interaction is important in order to see how the system

functions as a whole, e.g. whether the learner carry through the whole dialogue or not, or

whether she understands the meta-linguistic feedback, so the input can be corrected. From the

logs we see that the dialogue QA-drill often attracts users that do not have enough knowledge
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of the orthography or the linguistic terminology in the feedback. There is a mismatch between

the banal content of the questions in the dialogue, and the necessary skills in orthography and

grammar for participating in them. A meaning-based dialogue can loose its meaning when the

learner to often is interrupted by comments on grammatical errors.

The constrained QA-drill seems to attract the target group, the students, better, because they

give the impression of focusing on lemmas to be inflected and put into correct syntax, instead

of trying to give the impression of a real-life conversation.

Despite the lack of a coherent semantic content for the constrained QA drill, the CG-parser

gives the computer an intelligent behaviour. This makes it possible to give a sophisticated error

analysis and the true interaction between student and computer asked for in (Heift and Schulze,

2007).
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an ICALL system for learning complex inflection systems, based upon finite

state transducers (FST). Using a FST has several advantages: it makes it possible to generate

a virtually unlimited set of exercises with a relatively small amount of work, and it makes

it possible to process both input and output according to a wide range of parameters, such

as dialect variation, and varying writing conventions. It also makes it possible to anticipate

common error types, and give precise feedback both on errors and possible corrections. It shifts

the developer’s focus from form generation and over to a pedagogically-motivated modelling of

the learning task. The system is in active use on the web for two Saami languages, but can be

made to work for any inflectional language.
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1 Introduction

It has been argued that Inflectional morphology is the bottleneck to language learning of morpho-

logically rich languages (Slabakova, 2009). This article presents a web-based ICALL system for

learning two Saami languages, both morphologically complex languages. Although the system

offers a wide range of learning tasks spanning from date and time expressions via vocabulary

training to in-depth correction of free-input dialogues, the tasks targeting word inflection are

by far the most popular in terms of actual use. This is a proof that Saami language learners

consider our morphology drill programs useful.

The general focus within contemporary CALL development is on vocabulary applications. We

felt that they neither provided what the student needed in order to produce target language ut-

terances, nor made use of the linguistic insight which is found within computational linguistics.

Section 2 presents the motivation for our approach, and puts it in a wider context. Section 3

presents the system, Section 4 gives an evaluation of the generated tasks and of the logging

popularity, and the last section gives a conclusion.

2 Background

At the outset, the main motivation behind our ICALL approach was a dissatisfaction with existing

language-learner programs. These were mainly based upon English as a target language, and

the programs did not take morphological complexity into account. For example, all the

software listed in the Wikipedia article about CALL (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Computer-assisted_language_learning) addresses English, except for a single CALL

system for Basque. In the three volumes of the online journal Language Learning & Technology

(http://llt.msu.edu/archives/) published in 2012 ten out of eleven papers deal with

teaching English.

For the two Saami languages presented here comprehensive FSTs were available, and detailed

enough to be able to function as an engine for spellchecking, thus covering the whole morphol-

ogy and lexicon. We had a pedagogical philosophy which holds that "morphology is important",

and used this plan as a basis for a turn-taking system in which students could learn to inflect

verbs. As an afterthought, we also made the two programs presented here, for training word

inflection, one with no context outside of the bare minimum needed to identify the target form,

and another that included generated sentences with a question-answering frame.

Text-based ICALL systems for grammar learning can either be based on sentences extracted from

a corpus, such as in Killerfiller (Bick, 2005), VIEW (http://sifnos.sfs.uni-tuebingen.
de/VIEW/) and ESPRIT (Koller, 2005), where the user chooses a web page to extract text; or

based on a strongly controlled lexicon and syntactic rules as in (Perez-Beltrachini et al., 2012),

or the system presented here. ICALL based on actual texts is suitable for intermediate and

advanced language learners, but for beginners, simplified language material with controlled

lexicon and syntax are needed. Additionally, for languages with rich morphology, many of

the combinations of stem type and inflection forms are infrequent in text. Covering all types

requires more text than can be covered in a language course, and often also more text than is

electronically available. The learner still needs these forms in order to master the system as a

whole, and we thus argue for generated language material for beginner students.

There are some ICALL systems made according to the same principles. One of them is ArikIturri.
(Aldabe et al., 2006), a grammar learning system for Basque. It can generate different types of
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questions: fill-in-the-blank, word formation, multiple choice, and error correction. The system

makes use of question patterns encoded in XML and NLP tools for generation of exercises.

Another example is Salama, a system for learning Swahili, based upon a morphological

FST (Hurskainen, 2009). The program is based upon so-called learning tours. The system

starts out by giving the learner an arbitrary noun, and asks them to add an adjective to it,

and then a pronoun, successively building rather complex NPs. The task is implicitly given via

the initial word (put the adjective in the same gender as the noun), but the feedback put high

demands upon the meta-grammatical knowledge of the users.

An example of a run of an exercise might go like this: System: Type ’ndugu’! ("brother"). User:

ndugu System: OK. Combine this noun with adjective ’pole’ ("gentle")! (ndugu +N+HUM+9/10-
SGndugu). User: ndugu mpole (and so forth, for other parts of speech, such as determinatives,

numerals).

In addition to using FSTs to model the morphology, Salama also uses them for modelling word

order. The user may thus add the NP members in several orders, but only the grammatical

orders are accepted. Here, the FST contains an analysis (a path through the transducer) for each

possible NP-internal word order pattern. It then returns a success tag, OK, to the grammatical

strings, but separate error tags for all the wrong ones. These are then presented as error

messages to the user, for example Please check word order! Adjectives can’t come before nouns!.
The system differentiates between spelling errors, which it reports as such, and concordance

errors which is identified as Please check the concordance!,

Salama is a nice illustration of the possibilities given by FSTs. It is flexible and tolerates a wide

range of input, while still being able to give precise feedback to the user, based upon an analysis

of the input given. The system is reported to be operative, but no URL is provided. There is also

no reference to actual use.

In (Dickinson and Herring, 2008) an idea of a FST-based system of morphology exercises

for beginning learners of Russian is proposed. The intended system incorporated an error

generating module that generated possible incorrect forms by combining the morphemes in

incorrect ways. According to later publications (Dickinson, 2010) the system does not make use

of FSTs, though, as initially planned. Unfortunately, there is no demo available of this system

either.

3 Presentation of the System

Our system is a part of a larger system, Oahpa http://oahpa.no, and consists of an FST,

a lexicon enriched with grammatical and semantic information, and templates for question-

answering drill generation (Antonsen et al., 2009). These are all connected together by

use of the programming language Python, and a MySQL database. For the web-specific

aspects of this, the application relies on an open-source web framework, Django http://www.
djangoproject.com. Data for lexica and morphological exercises are stored in XML files,

with some morphological settings in plain text files, and these together are installed in the

database.

An important point is that the use of FSTs and an XML format moves the focus from task

generation to task adjustment, and one does not necessarily need to be a software developer in

order to create new lexical entries and questions, but rather have some knowledge of how to

edit XML, and run validation tools on the files. This means that the pedagogical idea behind
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each and every task is found in the lexicon, and in the information stored there, rather than

completely stored in Python source code. This also means that the development of lexical data

and question sets may be carried out primarily by linguists and specialists in the language,

without necessarily having a programmer available to handle all the development.

3.1 Finite State-Transducers

The core of our system is an FST. The source files to the FST list all the stems and affixes,

and concatenate them to word forms in a FST file. A separate transducer takes care of non-

concatenative morphological processes resembling ablaut in Germanic languages. Note that

in the Saami languages, these processes are fully productive, and not restricted to a closed

set of common lexemes. Just listing the non-concatenative word forms is thus not an option.

Figure 1 shows small parts of the two transducers for North Saami. The leftmost transducer

turns lemma form + grammar tag into stem + WG (weak grade marker) + suffix. The rightmost

transducer conducts the consonant gradation operation vdn : vnn in the context of the weak

grade operator W G. Cf. (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003) for a detailed explanation.

Each Saami stem combines with inflectional and derivational affixes and pragmatic clitic

particles into literally hundreds of forms. In addition to enabling us to generate all these forms,

the FST also gives us the possibility to model different versions of the word forms. To take

a trivial example, the FST may contain an additional transducer allowing accented letters to

be written without accents, but at the same time giving the correctly accented form back as

feedback. A case in point is the South Saami ï in e.g. gïele, ‘language’, which is often rendered

by writers as i. Instead of interrupting the exercise by demanding a correction of the i, the

system accepts it, but presents the correct answer with the correct letter. The FST may also

model dialect variation, and thus accept a dialectal suffix −n instead of −s for locative, but not

n for other instances of s.

Thus, instead on focusing upon generating forms for morphological exercises, we let the FST

generate the forms, and concentrate upon the pedagogical aspects of the formal variation of the

forms.

Figure 1: The FST to the left produces the North Saami pairs bovdna+Loc:bovdnaWGs,
bovdna+Gen:bovdnaWG (‘tussock’), akšuvdna+Loc:akšuvdnaWGs, akšuvdna+Gen:akšuvdnaWG
(‘action’). To the right another transducer produces the pair vdnaWG : vnna0 . These are com-

posed to give the result bovdna+Loc:bovnnas, bovdna+Gen:bovnna, akšuvdna+Loc:akšuvnnas,
akšuvdna+Gen:akšuvnna.
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3.2 Lexicon Structure

In addition to the FST, the other central resource for our language learning programs is a

lexicon. It is a pedagogical lexicon containing the vocabulary of relevant textbooks.

The lexicon is stored in a MySQL database that is generated from XML source files. For

each lemma, the data includes semantic classification, phonotactic and morphophonological

information, dialect information and translations to pivot languages. The basic XML structure

of the lexicon files is simple – each lexical unit is defined as an entity which may have any

number of attributes depending on the word. Still there is no problem if some of the attributes

are missing, see an example of a lexicon entry in Section 3.5.

While generating the lexical database, the morphological forms of the words are also generated

by the FST and saved in database tables. That makes the generation of inflectional tasks quicker

as there is no need to generate the forms at runtime. Forms are stored with reference to a

morphological tag, and each morphological tag can belong to several tag sets. One can request

all tags with a specific tense marking, person-number marking, mood, and so on; and also

request general tags with any tense marking, or any person marking. For example, it is possible

to retrieve the singular illative forms of all substantives that belong to the semantic category

"BUILDING", or present tense, indicative mood, third person plural of the verb geavahit (en: to
use).

These divisions into tag sets are crucial in the production of morphological exercises.

The meta-information stored in the lexicon is there to select the appropriate words for the

exercises. In addition, the morphological properties of words are used when providing detailed

feedback on morphological errors.

3.3 Morphological Exercises

The first exercise type for morphology, Morfa-S, is purely inflectional, producing exercises with

(almost) no accompanying context. The basic inflectional task starts out by giving the user two

compulsory choices. First the user chooses which part of speech to inflect (or, in one case, to

derive), Then, for the part of speech chosen, the user must choose an inflectional category: for

verbs, either present, past, or one of the moods, and for the nominal categories one of the cases.

For the verb exercises, the user then must produce the correct person-number form (there are 9

forms, representing 3 persons, and 3 numbers). For a question prompt, the user is given a verb

in the infinitive, along with the relevant personal pronoun, for which they must fill in a blank

containing the verb in the correct inflectional form for the chosen tense, see Figure 2. The user

may also choose stem type (one of the major factors governing most aspects of the morphology

of this language).

For the nominal forms, the user chooses case forms, and is then presented with words in either

nominative singular or nominative plural. The task is then to give the corresponding singular or

plural form for the case in question. Users have an alternative choice of choosing some specific

morphophonological categories, such as words with an even number of syllables, words with an

odd number of syllables, or contracted stems; which are important categories for determining

what the inflectional stem of the word is.
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Figure 2: The user has chosen verbs, and chooses also an inflectional category, and may also

choose stem type. Five tasks will be generated each time, here we see two of them. The

exercises are presented with the relevant personal pronoun and ikte (‘yesterday’) as context.

The user is offered morphological feedback, that is described in Section 3.5.

Rather than giving beginner students the whole lexicon as a potential task, we made a controlled

vocabulary of 1200 nouns, 750 verbs, 300 adjectives, and a handful of pronouns, and numerals

from one to ten, as well as count words such as "many" and "few". The inflectional paradigms

for this lexicon added up to approximately 80,000 wordforms. Drawn in sets of five at a time,

this gives rise to a virtually unlimited number of tasks.

3.4 Contextual Morphological Exercises

The second exercise, Morfa-C, is contextual. In order to construct exercises the contextual

system uses tags, tag sets, and semantic classes to fetch words from the lexicon. Exercise

patterns are defined in XML source files, which are used to construct the necessary database

relationships. The tasks consist of a question-answer pair, with a fill-in-the-blank in the answer.

The surrounding context is thus natural language, and not a single pronoun, as for the pure

inflectional excercise.

Each question is defined as a set of question elements, each defining either a syntactic function,

or a lemma, and optionally with a set of syntactic tags or morphological tags in order to define

which words can be used in the question element. Morphological tags can also be specific or

general: either requesting a word of a particular part of speech, or a specific inflectional form,

or a set of possible inflectional forms, via tag sets, for example a verb inflected in a specific

person but with any possible tense. The element that represents the task for the learner is

marked:
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<question>
<text>Maid SUBJ MAINV luomus</text>
<element id="SUBJ">

<grammar pos="Pron"/>
</element>
<element id="MAINV">

<id>bargat</id>
<grammar tag="V+Cond+Prs+Person-Number"/>

</element>
</question>
<answer>

<text>Luomus SUBJ V-COND</text>
<element game="morfa" id="V-COND" task="yes">

<sem class="ACTIVITY"/>
<grammar tag="V+Cond+Prs+Person-Number"/>
<agreement id="MAINV"/>

</element>
</answer>

The above example is an exercise from a set of conditional mood sentences. The question and

answer prompt (see <text> tag) translates to: ‘What would PRON do on vacation? On vacation,

PRON [.... ]’. Here, the pronoun in the question is generated together with the corresponding

agreeing form of the verb bar gat ‘do’. In the answer the pronoun will agree with the question

(explained below), and the task for the learner is to produce a conditional form of the verb with

the correct person-number inflection corresponding with the pronoun in the answer sentence.

The user is provided with a lemma from the ACTIVITY-set containing 87 appropriate verbs.

Together with 9 person forms of the verb, this would create a total of 783 possible activities.

As noted above, the generation of these activities requires that certain syntactic relationships

be represented in the text shown to learners in order to construct natural sentences. For

North Saami, the following agreement types are required: (1) subject correspondence between

question and answers (e.g., question: "Did you...?", answer: "I did."); (2) main verb and

subject agreement; (3) habitive agreement, which is a kind of number agreement between the

existential verb and a non-subject argument; (4) reciprocal pronoun agreement with subject

person; (5) reflexive agreement with subject person.

Although it is possible to formulate exercises that make use of more agreement, thus extending

simpler question structures to cover a more complex set of sentences, there are some reasons

to prefer defining simpler sentence types. First, it is overall a simpler task to produce more

exercise definitions instead of fewer, more complex exercises. Second, in order to produce

semantically natural sentences, it is better to make several, less complex questions in place of

one, because this makes it possible to be very specific in the semantic sets used in question

elements.

The general set of steps taken in generating an exercise are the following: (1) the system selects

a question at random within the set of activities that the learner wishes to work on; (2) the

system iterates through the question elements, selecting words that correspond to the grammar

tags and semantic sets defined in the question; (3) agreement relationships are checked; (4) the

expected correct forms are chosen for a particular answer, and then this is presented to the user.

The user is then presented with a set of generated questions, and prompted for input. After

this is sent back to the server, it is checked against the correct answer or answers, if there are
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alternatives, as well as potential dialectical variants and orthographic "relaxed" variant. The

user then sees two types of feedback from the system: whether or not they were correct, and

whether their correct answer included non-standard forms, and then if they did not provide a

correct answer, they are given morphological feedback to work on a correct answer. The user

may repeat this process as many times as she likes, until she has filled out all answers correctly,

or she may alternatively choose to see all the correct answers.

3.5 Feedback

Together with word forms, we also generate a set of relationships between forms and feedback

messages, such that any given word in the system has a feedback to learners containing what

they need to do to get the answer correct, as in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The question is ‘What do the two persons catch? They catch two __.’ The task is to

write the accusative form of the plural noun guolit ‘fish’. The correct form is guliid. The feedback

message consists of four separate parts (concerning stem, grade, diphthong simplification and
suffix) put together.

Information about morphophonological features of the lemma guolli is stored in the lexicon:

<l diphthong="yes" gradation="yes" pos="n" finis="0" stemvowel="i"

stem="2syll">guolli</l>

This information combined with the information about the task itself implies tags that trigger

messages in the chosen user interface language. For example:

<l stem="2syll" diphthong="yes" stemvowel="i">

<msg case="Acc" number="Pl">diphthongsimplification</msg>

This produces a tag, triggering the message “Remember diphthong simplification because of ”.

Another combination of the morphophonological information of the lemma and the task gives a

tag which triggers the message “the suffix is -id”.

Today, the feedback is the same regardless of the student’s input, as long as it is recognised as

incorrect. The language learner’s errors can be accidental mistypings, but more often they are

incorrect word forms due to misconceptions of the target language, and these misconceptions

are therefore predictable.

The FST models the language in question by producing the correct word forms, but the FST

can also model these kind of systematic misspellings with specific error tags in the upper

level (Antonsen, 2012). In that way, the analyser identifies the nature of the erroneous form,

and the feedback can instead contain general information about the nature of the lemma, as
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in Figure 3, where the feedback recognises the user’s input and comments on the nature of

the misspelling, such as: “guoliid lacks diphthong simplification caused by the stem vowel -i-

plus the suffix -id.” A more in depth survey of the logged incorrect forms provided by students

would tell what kind of erroneous forms to generate in the FST.

3.6 Comparison to Other Systems

In the following section, some of the systems described in Section 2 that, similarly to our system,

have the generation-based approach (in contrast to a corpus-based approach) are pointed out.

Our system is simpler than GramEx , presented in (Perez-Beltrachini et al., 2012), as the

sentence patterns are defined in XML files that are easy to master for a linguist, whose job it

is to formalise new exercise types. It is a straightforward procedure to retrieve words from

the database that fit into the slots of these variables, based on the semantic and grammatical

attributes of the word forms. In GramEx, there are complex algorithms for implementing

grammar generation rules and constraints. It seems like the sentences are presented randomly

and isolated. In our system they are presented as a question and answer pair, to give the student

some context.

ArikIturri (Aldabe et al., 2006) has similarities with parts of our system: question patterns are

also used in combination with meta-information in the lexicon, and NLP tools are used for form

generation and analysis. Differently from our contextual morphological program, ArikIturri

can have several blanks, which are to be filled in in one sentence. In addition, ArikIturri can

generate different types of questions: fill-in-the-blank, word formation, multiple choice, and

error correction. However, we do not share the pedagogical goals of using all of these, especially

as concerns presenting incorrect forms to the students.

4 Evaluation

We first evaluate the generated question-answer frames, and thereafter we look at log data

collected from the usage of the system.

4.1 Evaluating the Generated Tasks

For the contextual morphological exercises, there are altogether 330 templates for 34 different

types of tasks with nouns, verbs, adjectives, pronouns, numerals and verb derivations. Factoring

in the possible types of variation in each, they generate a total of 711,454 different exercises.

We randomly selected 10 generated question-answer-pairs of each task type from the North

Saami system and asked two annotators to give a score from 1 to 3 for grammaticality and

meaningfulness, to each question-answering pair. 3 was the best score. We also had an

instructor give scores for the question-answering-pairs’ appropriateness for the students. For

appropriateness, 3 meant that she could have made a similar kind of exercise herself, 2 meant

"not very good, but still possible to give to the students", and 1 meant that she would not have

given it to her students at all. As we see from the results in Table 1, the results are good. The

sentences marked as having bad grammaticality were partly due to errors in the database, and

partly due to too sloppy restrictions on the sets. To take one example, in some cases, predicates

put a restriction on their subject, demanding them to be plural, without this being reflected

in the sentence frame. Sentences with low meaningfulness score typically violate selectional

criteria. For users with a large vocabulary they might be amusing, at best, but for beginners
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they are mostly confusing. Sentences scoring low on appropriateness are mostly sentences

scoring low on one or both of the other criteria.

Grammaticality Meaningfulness Appropriateness

Scores 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

Number of q.a.-pairs 30 17 308 31 33 281 23 42 295

Distribution in per cent 8.5 4.8 86.8 9.0 9.6 81.4 6.4 11.7 81.9

average: 2.9 average: 2.8 average: 2.9

Table 1: Evaluation of 340 randomly selected question-answer-pairs, from 34 different task

types. The best score is 3 for each evaluation goal.

4.2 Logging User Activity

The morphological programs are part of set of 8 different exercises, spanning from date, number

and vocabulary training to advanced dialogues, with in-depth comments upon the learner input.

Usage statistics for North Saami during the period January 1st 2012 through March 8th 2013

(N=116,069) still shows that the overwhelmingly most popular exercises are the ones targeting

morphological inflection. The two morphological exercises represent 52.9% of student input

(43.8% and 9.1%, respectively), as compared to 39.8% for the lexicon exercises (vocabulary,

clock, dates, numerals) and 7.3 % for (partly) free input dialogue exercises.

Usage data thus show that word form generation is seen as the most critical factor in Saami

language learning according to adult learners.

We log all interactions between users and the system. For the morphology drill games, the

exercise type and the student’s score is saved together with the date and time and the student’s

username (if she has logged in to the course). Based on this data we can see which of the

exercises are most difficult for the students —then the respective topics should get more

attention in the course. We can also track the progress of individual students over the time.

Looking at this data, the correct percentage of the morphological exercises is 51.4%, as

compared to 58.7% for the lexical exercises and 46.6% for the free input exercises. There is

thus no direct correlation between correct percentage and popularity.

In addition to logging data using the server itself, Google Analytics provides another kind of

usage data, as well as demographic data about users collected from users’ web browsers. With

Google Analytics, it is easy to find where people are, what languages they are likely to speak

(but mainly only majority languages from countries of origin), and also ways that users discover

sites and the typical paths that they follow within them.

With these programs, Google Analytics was only taken into use on the 22nd of October, 2012,

and has been available since. From this date to March 8th, 2013, Google Analytics tracked

3,676 unique visitors (in terms of uniquely identifiable web browsers) who visited both the

North and South Saami sites a total of 5,301 times; and together all of these visits generated

53,751 individual page views. During the course of these visits, Google Analytics determined

that on average, users would view 10.14 pages during their visit.

Google Analytics is also highly visual and as such provides another way of displaying demo-

graphic data. On the map, Saami regions in Scandinavia are strongly highlighted. Though there

is not enough visit data from Russia to compare on the same level, the Murmansk Oblast has
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the most visits: 4, of a total of 12.

One of the more exciting pieces of data in Google Analytics is that it is clear that a fairly large

set of "power users" are responsible for a large percentage of total page views, even though

there are many more visits by other users who view less pages per visit. 12.8 % of total visits to

these programs are responsible for 69.5 % of total page views per visit (these users on average

also viewed upwards of 20 pages per visit), while the remaining 87.2 % are responsible for only

30.3 % of total page views (and these users instead viewed 19 or less pages per visit).

5 Conclusion

The use of FSTs and standardised XML formats to store lexicon and question templates allows

for an easy, precise and efficient way to create a variety of complex morphological drills for

learners of morphologically complex languages. These are in part built on already existing

language resources, which are already in use in spellchecking and machine translation.

The exercises that these resources generate provide students an opportunity to not only learn

how to produce specific words, but to produce them in context, as well as to learn the contexts

which require the specific word forms. These exercises are also quite popular, reflecting that

one of the language-learning tasks that learners identify as necessary is morphology.

Using FSTs we are able to manipulate both input and output according to a wide range of

criteria. We may accept a larger range of user inputs based on dialect variation, relaxed spelling

constraints, and in order to provide a precise-feedback system. The variation may cut across

lexical categories, so that in one operation, we may allow for these kinds of variation across the

lexicon as a whole.

The system has proven to be popular among students, and the most popular part of the

program is the context-free inflection program. This is a clear indication that the students

agree with Slabakova’s claim that inflectional morphology plays a key role in language acquisi-

tion (Slabakova, 2009).

Combining the inflected forms with lexicon and template files, we are able to make tailored

tasks, and also to let the user tailor her own tasks, such as practising past tense inflection only

for even-syllabic word stems, and so on. Because developers do not need to focus on the form of

the exercises, the pedagogic experience lies in how learners use the system, and how linguists

generate the content.

Our proposed method is highly efficient for under-resourced languages, as it is not a requirement

to have an extremely detailed and large morphological tool, or lexicon, in order to produce a

useful amount of exercises for students. Resources like the one presented here also may be

built by using existing resources, rather than needing to create completely new resources to

function as the linguistic components for the system; finite-state transducers are typically made

for spellchecking and machine translation applications, and lexica are made for dictionaries

and for teaching materials. The infrastructure is portable, and given an available FST and

vocabularies from existing learning material, an ICALL system like the one presented here may

be built in a relatively short time.
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Abstract
We present a mobile application for learners of English as a second language that instanta-
neously generates gap filling exercises from a given text. The app provides an opportunity
for contextualized vocabulary learning, customized to the learner’s interest. Part of the
exercise is a multiple choice of the original gap filler plus a set of incorrect distractor items.
The key problem to solve in order to automatically generate this type of exercises is the
selection of suitable distractor items. For the implementation of the application, we employ
strategies proposed in previous work, making use of freely available tools and resources.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the rising popularity of smartphones has led to an increase in mobile
applications for vocabulary learning. Most of these applications help the user to memorize
predefined word lists with the help of digital index cards. However, index cards present
a word in an isolated way that does not reflect the incremental and complex process of
vocabulary acquisition. Several authors therefore recommend learning from context through
extensive reading as the most effective way of vocabulary acquisition (Nerbonne, 2002;
Nation and Waring, 1997; Oxford and Scarcella, 1994; Nagy et al., 1985).

A widely used method to test and train word knowledge in context is the “cloze exercise”.
It consists of a text in which words have been replaced by a gap that has to be filled by
the learner (Lee, 2008; Soudek and Soudek, 1983). In the multiple-choice version of the
cloze exercise the target word is presented together with several incorrect candidates, called
distractors. The quality of a multiple choice cloze exercise is highly dependent on the quality
of the distractors. Good distractors should not be totally unlikely, but at the same time
not too similar to the target response. If they are too implausible, the exercise would be
too easy; if they are too similar, the exercise would not have a clear, unambiguous target
response.

In particular if cloze tests are used for language testing, the quality of the distractors is
related to (a) their capacity to distract from the correct answer and (b) their ability to
discern between learners of different proficiency levels (Goodrich, 1977). Based on an
empirical study with Arab learners of English Goodrich recommends words from the context
of the text, antonyms, and false synonyms (i.e., synonyms that can not replace the target
word in this specific context) as effective distractors for English cloze exercises.

Since it usually requires expert knowledge to select suitable distractors, the creation of
individual exercises, based on up-to-date material is expensive and time-consuming (Sumita
et al., 2005). In order to avoid the cost of the creation of suitable cloze exercises, there
have been several attempts in recent years to automatically generate good distractors using
methods from natural language processing (NLP) (Coniam, 1997; Brown et al., 2005;
Sumita et al., 2005).

Using the insights of this research and readily available NLP tools, we have built a mobile
application for Android smartphones that creates cloze exercises on the fly, based on texts
selected by the learner. The application thus provides highly individualized exercises to
support contextualized mobile vocabulary learning. Customized reading material that
matches the interests of the learner increases the motivation to learn and facilitates learning
progress (Heilman et al., 2010; Goto et al., 2010).

In the remainder of the paper we first summarize the strategies used in previous work
for selecting suitable distractors (Section 2). We then give an overview of the application
in Section 3. Section 4 describes processing steps of the application and the NLP tools
that we used for the implementation. In Section 5 we give an outlook on possible further
development of the application.

2 Related Work

In this section we describe previous work on generating multiple-choice cloze exercises. As
we have discussed above, the challenge in multiple-choice exercises is to select appropriate
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distractors to the correct target response. The strategies that have been shown to be
successful make use of parts of speech, frequency, and distribution of words in the text to
select distractors.

One of the first approaches is described by Coniam (1997), who developed a system for the
automatic generation of multiple-choice cloze exercises to assist ESL teachers of secondary
schools with the preparation of tests. The program chooses distractors with the same part
of speech and a similar frequency in the Bank of English Corpus as the target word.

The REAP system, implemented by Brown et al. (2005), develops an individual learner
model for each user that encompasses the user’s vocabulary and personal interests and
chooses a reading text with a distribution of 95% known vocabulary and 5% unknown
vocabulary. The knowledge of the newly learned 5% words is then trained and tested
through automatically generated vocabulary tests. Afterwards, the program updates the
learner model and chooses a new text. The distractors of the automatic multiple choice
cloze tests have the same part of speech tag and a similar frequency as the target word and
distractors that appear in the original text are preferred. The performance of learners in
the automatically generated tests correlates strongly with their performance in manually
created tests as well as with the results of standard vocabulary tests.

Sumita et al. (2005) use a corpus of manually created cloze exercises to determine the
features of adequate target words, such as their position in the sentence and their part
of speech. Distractors are synonyms of the target word that are verified with a Google
search: If the sentence together with a distractor candidate yields results, it can be assumed
that in this sentence, the distractor could be a valid replacement of the target word and
is therefore deleted from the list. Again, the results of the automatically generated tests
correlate strongly with the results of the internationally recognized TOEIC (Test of English
for International Communication).

Of these examples, Sumita et al. (2005) come closest to the application we present. Like our
approach, exercises can be generated based on individually selected web pages. There is
also a mobile interface which allows users to download existing exercises stored on a server
to a mobile phone. Unlike our application, which focuses on informal, self-paced learning,
the system described by Sumita et al. is targeted primarily on language proficiency testing.

3 WordGap: Automatic cloze exercises for smartphone users

In the following, we describe WordGap, an application for the Android platform that allows
learners of English to test and train their word knowledge with cloze exercises from any
text file or website. The source code of the app and of the server component was published
under a GNU General Public License (GPL).1

The target group for WordGap are adult and advanced learners of English as a second
language who seek to extend their vocabulary by reading texts of personal interest, for
example novels, newspaper articles or blog entries. In the context of the mobile application,
even short waiting times of 5 to 10 minutes can be used for a short exercise.

The application is of best use to advanced learners because a certain amount of vocabulary
has to be known to allow learning new vocabulary from context. Nation and Waring (1997)
cite the number of 3,000 words that cover 95% of a text as most efficient for contextual

1❤tt♣s✿✴✴❣✐t❤✉❜✳❝♦♠✴✇♦r❞❣❛♣✴✇♦r❞❣❛♣
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Figure 1: Screenshot of a cloze exercise with the WordGap app

learning. Less advanced learners, however, could use simplified texts, such as children’s
and youth literature. Unknown vocabulary can only be guessed if it is sufficiently common,
therefore, WordGap is not intendend for the acquisition of terminology, entity names or
extremely rare words.

The chosen text can be loaded from a text file saved on the smartphone or from a website.
In the latter case, the app will load the website’s text when the user selects the app on the
“Sent-to” menu of the smartphone’s browser. Exercises can be generated for four different
parts of speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives or prepositions. The app sends the text and the
chosen part of speech to a server that generates the exercise for the learner to carry out on
their phone.

WordGap displays the sentences of the exercise sequentially together with the target word
and three distractors in random order (see Figure 1 for a screen shot). The user has to
choose the correct answer by tapping on it. Correct and incorrect choices are logged for the
user’s performance statistics that will be displayed after completing or aborting the exercise.

During the exercise, unknown target words can be added to a list and after finishing
the exercise, the WordNet definitions of the unknown words can be obtained from the
server. This delayed access to the word definitions is motivated by the Depth-of-Processing
hypothesis: Guessing the meaning of an unknown word from the context requires a deeper
semantic processing than simply looking it up in the dictionary and is therefore supposed to
ease long-term memorization (Nerbonne, 2002; Oxford and Scarcella, 1994; Segler et al.,
2002). All exercises are saved automatically on the phone’s local memory so that they can
be repeated at any time even without network connection.
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Figure 2: The NLP processing pipeline of the WordGap server

4 System architecture and NLP tools

This section describes the processing steps of the system and presents the tools and resources
that we applied.

The implementation consists of a client application that runs on Android devices and a
server implementation that can run on any machine. The server implemenation is based on
the Django Python web framework2. The server and the clients communicate through the
JSON data interchange format3.

When creating an exercise, the WordGap server processes the text according to the pipeline
demonstrated in Figure 2. After sentence and word tokenizing, the text is part-of-speech
tagged. The tokens tagged with the part of speech chosen by the user (i.e., nouns, verbs,
adjectives or prepositions) are then transformed into their base form (i. e., infinitive for
verbs and singular for nouns) to determine their frequency. For each sentence, the program
attempts to find a target word of the given part of speech tag. If there are multiple candidates
in one sentence, the target word is chosen based on its frequency in the text – the more
frequent a word, the more likely it is to be selected by a weighted random choice function.

For each target word, adequate distractors have to be determined. These can be words with
the same part of speech from the text, or antonyms and false synonyms of the target word.
In a post-processing step, they are adapted to the target word in their grammatical form
and capitalization to avoid giving the user additional hints about the correct choice.

The following subsections describe how several Natural Language Processing resources
support the process of exercise generation.

4.1 WordNet

WordNet is a semantic network that was developed by George Miller and Christiane Fellbaum
to study the vocabulary acquisition of infants (Miller and Fellbaum, 2007). It organizes the

2www.djangoproject.com
3www.json.org
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nouns, adjectives, adverbs and verbs of the English language into so-called “synsets” that
contain lemmas that can be synonyms in certain contexts. Nouns and verbs are also ordered
in a hierarchy of hypernyms and hyponyms.

WordGap uses WordNet to find distractors that are antonyms or false synonyms of the target
word. For the latter, we implemented two possibilities: Words with the same hypernym as
the target word or synonyms of the synonyms.

A visual and informal inspection of the distractors showed that those taken directly from
the text tend to be more useful than the distractors derived from WordNet. One reason for
that is that WordNet often lacks entries for antonyms and synonyms that a thesaurus would
contain. Besides, many synsets contain rare words that will seem out of place because
they do not fit to the text’s genre. The user could in this case just guess the right word by
choosing the only word that seems familiar. Because of this shortcoming, the user is offered
the option to use or not use WordNet when creating the exercise.

4.2 The Natural Language Tool Kit (NTLK)

The Natural Language Tool Kit (NTLK) is an extensive open-source library for the program-
ming language Python that was first developed by Edward Loper and Ewan Klein at the
University of Pennsylvania (Perkins, 2010; Bird et al., 2009). It contains WordNet as well as
numerous corpora and dictionaries in different languages.

The WordGap server uses methods of the NLTK for sentence and word tokenizing, as well
as part of speech tagging. For the latter, NLTK’s implementation of the Naive Bayes Tagger
was trained on the Brown corpus. For the WordGap application we want to value precision
over recall because an incorrectly tagged target word would lead to inadequate distractors.
Therefore, we trained the Naive Bayes tagger with a cut-off probability of 95%, which
means that no token will be tagged with a tag that has a probability of less than 95%.

4.3 Nodebox Linguistics

NodeBox Linguistics4 is a collection of different open-source libraries for Python. First of all,
it contains a more convenient interface for accessing WordNet than the NLTK does. More
importantly, it provides methods for generating different grammatical forms of English
lemmas. Thus it offers singular and plural forms of nouns and different tenses for verbs.
WordGap uses these methods to adapt the distractors to the target word and make their
number and/or tense match.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented an application for smartphones that generates instantaneous cloze exer-
cises based on texts chosen by the user and thus provides contextualized and individualized
vocabulary learning. We have shown that it is possible to create such an application with
readily available NLP tools and resources.

One possible extension of WordGap would be the adaption to a target language other than
English. This would require that the following resources are available in that language:
A software library for sentence tokenizing, word tokenizing and part of speech tagging, a
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semantic network like WordNet or a thesaurus with synonyms and antonyms, a database or
software library to retrieve different grammatical forms of nouns, verbs or adjectives and a
source of definitions or translations of unkown target words.

Another possible extension to the app would be multiple choice cloze exercises that focus
on grammatical knowledge, similar to the work described by Meurers et al. (2010). For
instance, for learning verb tenses, the distractors could be different tense forms of the same
verb. For learning the use of articles, the learner would have to choose from a list of definite,
indefinite and no article.

So far, the application has only been tested in terms of usability as part of the development
process to identify usability issues. In future work, we would like to evaluate the app in
terms of the learning gains that it enables. We also have not yet conducted a thorough
assessment of the quality of the generated exercises.
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ABSTRACT

In  qualitative  projects  on  ICALL  (Intelligent  Computer-Assisted  Language 
Learning), research and development always go hand in hand: development 
both depends upon the research results and dictates the research agenda. 
Likewise,  in  the  development  of  the  Swedish  ICALL  platform  Lärka,  the 
practical issues of development have dictated its research agenda. With NLP 
approaches, sooner or later, the necessity for reliable training data becomes 
unavoidable. At the moment  Lärka's research agenda cannot be addressed 
without access to reliable training data, so-called “gold standard”. This paper 
gives  an  overview  of  the  current  state  of  the  Swedish  ICALL  platform 
development and related research agenda, and describes the first attempts 
to collect the reference corpus (“gold standard”) coming from course books 
used in CEFR-based language teaching.
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1 Background

The ICALL platform  Lärka described in this  paper  is  an open-source  web-
based  application  that  uses  principles  of  Service-Oriented  Architecture 
(Volodina et al., 2012a; Volodina & Borin, 2012). The platform is divided into 
several modules: an exercise generator with activities for university students 
of  linguistics  and  second/foreign  language  (L2)  learners;  and  modules 
facilitating different aspects of development and research, at the moment 
consisting of an experimental sentence readability module and an editor for 
learner-oriented corpora. 

The main focus of Lärka is on L2 learners. This sets certain requirements, 
first  of  all,  on  the  use  of  a  pedagogical  framework.  Among  different 
pedagogical theories and approaches, the Common European Framework of 
Reference for  Languages (CEFR)  is  one of  the most  influential.  CEFR is a 
document containing guidelines for harmonization of language teaching and 
assessment across languages and countries  (Council  of  Europe,  2001). It 
provides a common metalanguage to talk about objectives, assessment and 
proficiency levels. Further, it offers a descriptive scheme that can help 
analyze learner’s needs, target communicative competences and define the 
course curriculum. It is useful for tracking learner progress as well as for 
designing assessment tests and assigning proficiency levels (Little, 2007, 
2011; North, 2007). CEFR defines language competences and skills through 
“can do” statements at six proficiency levels (A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2) which 
offer flexibility in interpreting them for different languages and target groups. 
Since the publication of the CEFR guidelines in 2001, a number of countries 
including Sweden have adopted the system and reorganized language 
teaching and testing practices to fit into this framework. 

Other existent proficiency scales for Swedish language learning include the 
ones used in SFI (Swedish for immigrants) and SVA (Swedish as a Second 
Language), both aligned to fit into the CEFR paradigm. SFI, containing levels 
A, B, C, D correspond to CEFR's A1-/A1, A1/A2, A2/A2+, B1/B1+ respectively 
according to the recommendations provided by the Swedish National Agency 
for Education (Skolverket). The language proficiency scale used for SVA, is 
said to be roughly equivalent to the CEFR level C1 when sva B is reached. 
Since the CEFR scale combines all the extremes of development of Swedish 
as L2, and offers interoperability across different countries, we have chosen 
this scale for our platform.

Ideally, the use of CEFR scales in the context of an ICALL platform should 
offer a clear-cut  possibility to generate exercises and materials adjusted to 
the proficiency levels.  It  is,  however,  a non-trivial  task to apply the CEFR 
descriptors to the practical task of automatic selection of language samples 
appropriate for different proficiency levels. CEFR’s flexibility, being a positive 
feature  on  the  one  hand,  has  a  reverse  side.  As  a  number  of  Second 
Language Acquisition (SLA) researchers  have mentioned,  it  is  non-specific 
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and therefore it is difficult to associate the different kinds of competences 
and levels of accuracy that learners would need in order to perform language 
learning tasks with different CEFR levels (Westhoff, 2007). Milton (2009) says 
that the lack of objectivity in the CEFR descriptors makes it  possible that 
learners with different amounts and kinds of knowledge can be placed into 
the same CEFR level;  or that performance outweighs competence so that 
competent but insecure performers can be assigned to a lower CEFR level 
than  they  deserve. Among  other  things,  insufficient  specifications  for 
vocabulary  and  grammar  competence  have  been  pointed  out  by  Byrnes 
(2007); Milton (2009); Westhoff (2007); Little (2007, 2011). 

Special efforts have been undertaken to interpret CEFR guidelines as sets of 
Reference Level Descriptions (http://www.coe.int/t/dg4/linguistic/dnr_en.asp) 
as well  as to establish procedures to relate language exams to the CEFR 
(Council  of  Europe,  2009),  but to the best of our knowledge that has not 
been done yet for Swedish. Attempts at aligning texts and tests with CEFR for 
a number of other languages are ongoing (e.g. Khalifa et al., 2010; Szabó, 
2010;  Dávid,  2010)  with  what  could  be  called  a  top-down approach,  i.e. 
starting  from CEFR descriptors  and going all  the way down to the actual 
selection  of  appropriate  language  samples.  We  suggest  a  bottom-up 
approach,  where  we  start  from  the  actual  language  samples  labeled  by 
experienced  teachers  or  coursebook  writers  for  levels,  analyze  them  for 
linguistic constituents with the help of machine learning approaches and then 
try  to  map  the  identified  constituents  to  the  CEFR  descriptors.  The  two 
approaches should be viewed as complementary of each other.

This is the starting point for our “quest” for data collection, designed to help 
us interpret CEFR descriptors in a way that can facilitate automatic methods 
in  L2  material  generation,  among  other  things:  to  identify  receptive 
vocabulary scope per level, and to adjust algorithms for sentence readability 
per proficiency level. Both aspects are described in detail  in the following 
section.

The paper is structured as follows: section 2 reports on the current state of 
development  where  the  lack  of  exact  interpretation  of  CEFR  scales  into 
linguistic  constituents  for  Swedish  has  so  far  hindered implementation  of 
desired exercises or their adjustment to learner proficiency levels. Section 3 
describes the compilation of a corpus of CEFR-related course book texts as a 
way to cope with that obstacle. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Current state - in need of a gold standard

Use of NLP for language learning tasks has been pursued in different studies 
(e.g.  Amaral and Meurers, 2011; Amaral et al., 2011; Heift, 2003; Nagata, 
2009).  Most  of  the  implemented applications  generate  learning materials, 
tasks or feedback customized to user interests, needs and proficiency levels. 
However,  the  question  of  automatic  classification  of  authentic  language 
samples (e.g. texts or sentences) into proficiency levels is not always directly 
addressed.  In Meurers et al.  (2010) and Knoop & Wilske (2013), the user 
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finds the texts on the web him-/herself, and the exercise is generated on the 
basis  of  that  text.  In Toole  &  Heift  (2002)  this  issue  is  solved  indirectly 
through teachers feeding in sample texts containing examples of learning 
objective. In Aldabe et al (2006) this issue is ignored and only questions for 
“high language level” are generated. The question of text classification into 
levels  is  directly  approached  in  REAP  and  Choosito  applications (Collins-
Thompson & Callan, 2007; Heilman et al., 2007; Francois & Miltsakaki, 2012), 
elaborating  on  two major  factors:  vocabulary  frequency  and a  readability 
measure based on a selection of linguistic parameters. 

2.1 Module for university students of Linguistics

An  exercise  generator  for  linguists  comes  with  two  exercises:  training 
syntactic relations and training parts of speech (Figure 1). 

FIGURE 1. EXAMPLE OF AN ITEM FOR TRAINING SYNTACTIC RELATIONS. INTENDED USERS: LINGUISTS 

Both  exercises  use  multiple-choice  model  and  are  based  on  sentences 
randomly  selected  from  several  manually  checked  corpora  of  Swedish: 
Stockholm Umeå Corpus (Källgren et.al., 2006), Talbanken (Teleman, 1974; 
Einarsson,  1976;  Nivre  et  al.,  2006) and  Läsbart  (Heimann  Mühlenbock, 
2013).  The  user  is  offered  support  in  the  form of  Wikipedia  and  lexicon 
entries, as well as feedback in the form of correct-incorrect answers and a 
result tracker. Once the item is answered, another one is generated.

The system has been tested in real-life setting with students of Linguistics 
and the first feedback has revealed the general acceptance of the exercises. 
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However,  teachers  have  expressed  their  reservation  against  the  use  of 
Wikipedia instead of  reference sources of  higher  quality/reliability.  Among 
other  desired  improvements  a  better  sentence  selection  has  been 
mentioned.  “Better”  sentences  should  be  understood  as  non-eliptic  well-
formed simple  sentences  (as  opposed  to  complex  ones).  The  problem of 
selection  of  “appropriate”  sentences  is  described  under  “Sentence 
readability” below. 

2.2 Multiple-choice vocabulary items for L2 learners

An  exercise  generator  for  language  learners  comprises  at  the  moment 
multiple choice exercise items for vocabulary training, see Figure 2. 

FIGURE 2. MULTIPLE-CHOICE ITEMS FOR LANGUAGE LEARNERS 

The target vocabulary for training is at the moment selected randomly from the 
Swedish  Kelly  list  (Volodina  &  Johansson  Kokkinakis,  2012),  a  frequency-
based vocabulary list for language learners. A sentence containing the target 
vocabulary is then randomly selected from SUC (Stockholm Umeå Corpus, 
Källgren et.al., 2006)  guided by the principle of maximum sentence length 
limited to 15 tokens. Distractors to the correct answer are selected based on 
the principle of the shared frequency band with the correct answer, the same 
part of speech and shared morpho-syntactic tag. 

However,  to  generate  exercise  items  appropriate  at  different  learner 
proficiency levels, selection of target vocabulary should be aligned with the 
CEFR levels. The latter means the need to study the vocabulary used in the 
CEFR-based courses,  both receptively in course books and productively in 
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written  essays,  per  proficiency  level.  Addressing  this  problem  without 
reference data labelled for CEFR levels is however impossible. 

Another  problem  arising  in  connection  with  vocabulary  training  is  the 
appropriateness of the language samples where the target item is used in its 
context.  For  copyright  reasons,  the  usual  context  in  Lärka  is  limited  to 
sentences.  Selection  of  appropriate  sentences  for  language  training  at 
different  proficiency  levels  needs  a  reliable  method  to  classify  available 
sentences  by  CEFR  levels.  This,  in  turn,  cannot  be  studied  without  an 
extensive collection of appropriate sentences labelled for proficiency levels, 
which again points to the need of a corpus of CEFR-related texts.

2.3 Dictation and spelling items for L2 learners

The dictation and spelling items have been recently implemented, but the 
development is still in progress (Pijetlovic & Volodina, forthcoming). 

FIGURE 3. DICTATION AND SPELLING ITEM

The goal of this module is to offer web services for automatic generation of 
spelling  exercises  using  Text-To-Speech  technology  for  Swedish,  thus 
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facilitating training of  listening and spelling competences.  The exercise is 
planned to be “adaptive” in the sense that once the users are confident with 
spelling single words, they are offered the target word in inflected forms, in 
phrases, and finally in sentences (Figure 3). 

Spelling  errors  can  be  distinguished  between  performance-based  and 
competence-based. To account for a more fine-grained distinction between 
errors,  a  collection of  real-life  spelling mistakes needs to be consulted in 
order  to  give  a useful  feedback  to  the  user.  Due to  the  lack of  Swedish 
spelling error corpora, one part of this module involves collecting spelling 
errors through online dictation&typing exercises with both Swedish native 
and non-native speakers.

The success of this exercise type depends upon the two factors mentioned 
before: selection of vocabulary and sentences appropriate for learner level. 

2.4 Current research agenda

From the short  description above, it  is  clear that  the immediate research 
agenda contains, among other things, (1) the issue of identifying receptive 
vocabulary scope per proficiency level and (2) the issue of finding a reliable 
algorithm for sentence readability assessment. Both issues depend on the 
availability of reference data, which we are now actively collecting.

2.4.1 Receptive vocabulary scope

According to the CEFR document, there are four main sources of vocabulary 
that potentially can constitute the vocabulary scope of a CEFR-based course, 
namely: (1) words typical for the topics required for the learners’ 
communication (domain-specific vocabulary); (2) vocabulary that is based on 
lexical-statistical principles of selection (highest frequency words); (3) words 
randomly coming from texts that are selected as learning material by 
teachers, and finally (4) words learnt in response to the communicative 
needs that arise.  (Council  of  Europe,  2001:150-151) The users of CEFR 
guidelines are encouraged to define what specific/particular lexical elements 
the learner might need and how they have been selected.

To identify the scope of receptive vocabulary for exercise generation needs, 
we intend to collect a frequency-based vocabulary list from the CEFR-related 
texts labelled for levels. The lists will be ordered by lemmas and their parts-
of-speech  as  a  unique  unit  in  the  list.  Previous  attempts  at  generating 
learner-oriented  frequency-based  word lists  have  been made  in  the  Kelly 
project (2009-2011,  http://www.kellyproject.eu/), an EU-funded project on 
building  learner-oriented frequency-based monolingual and bilingual word 
lists for 9 languages intended to be used in a commercial language learning 
tool (Volodina & Johansson Kokkinakis 2012; Kilgarriff et  al., forthcoming; 
keewords.com). In the Kelly project, target vocabulary has been collected 
from a large web-corpus of written language used on the web. The basis of 
the Kelly list is the general-purpose vocabulary, providing the range of both 
lexical and grammatical elements as specified in  the CEFR (Council  of 
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Europe,  2001:110-111). However,  during the post-Kelly period we have 
observed  the  need  for  additional  modifications:  (1)  the  list  needs  to  be 
validated against the reading materials used in the CEFR-based courses, to 
make sure that vocabulary in the list is correctly streamed into CEFR levels; 
(2) we need to fill in the gaps in relevant vocabulary, for example, missing 
lexical  items like  “toothpaste”,  “toothbrush”,  etc.  that  clearly  need to  be 
present  in  the  learner-oriented  vocabulary  lists,  but  do  not  gain  any 
prominent place in the frequency lists generated from written native speaker 
corpora.  We  thus  need  to  analyze which vocabulary should be added, 
removed or relocated in the list with regard to the CEFR guidelines based on 
the evidence of materials used in the real-life CEFR-based courses; and (3) 
we need to look specifically into the domain-specific vocabulary according to 
the  CEFR themes –  which words, which levels, how many per level – and 
evaluate if domain vocabulary should be included into the Kelly list or should 
be available as a “satellite list” following the implicit indications in the CEFR 
(Council of Europe, 2001:52-53). 

The suggested approach will help us identify (concrete) lexical curriculum for 
CEFR-based courses in Swedish, both in terms of what words and how many 
per level a student of each level should acquire. The resulting list will be used 
primarily  as  an  instrument  for  training  vocabulary  in  the  Lärka-based 
exercise generator. Apart from this, the list can be used for testing authentic 
examples  (e.g.  texts  and  sentences)  for  appropriateness  for  learners  of 
different  proficiency  levels;  for  assessment  of  language  proficiency  in  L2 
learner language production, etc. The crucial prerequisite for this sub-project 
is  access  to  an annotated  corpus containing  texts  labeled for  proficiency 
levels, the gold standard described in the next session.

2.4.2 Sentence readability 

The degree to which a text can be understood by a human reader is referred 
to  as  its  readability  (Kate  et  al.,  2010).  In  the  second language  context, 
readability  corresponds  to  the  extent  to  which  learners  are  able  to 
understand a text at a certain proficiency level.

Texts and sentences can be mapped to a corresponding level with the use of 
a  measure  based  on  statistical  information  about  different  linguistic 
properties of a text. Traditional readability measures, such as Flesh-Kincaid, 
Dale-Chall etc. for English, and LIX (Läsbarthetsindex) for Swedish, however, 
are limited to surface text features such as sentence length and the number 
of syllables (Heilman et al.,  2007; Heimann Mühlenbock, 2013). Moreover, 
they consider text readability from a first language point of view and focus at 
the  text  level,  and  thus  have  shortcomings  when  used  on  very  short 
passages (Kilgarriff et al., 2008) or when applied to L2 contexts (Beinborn et 
al., 2012).

Second language teachers and writers of teaching materials often need to 
make human judgments about readability at both text and sentence level, 
but recent NLP research started to explore automated techniques for  this 
task, which combine syntactic and lexical information with machine learning 
methods. An important first step in most machine learning-based readability 
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methods is a sufficient amount of  annotated training data containing texts 
labeled  with  a  corresponding  level.  Then,  a  number  of  features,  i.e. 
information  and  characteristics  of  the  text  that  one  wishes  to  take  into 
consideration, should be selected (Collins-Thompson & Callan, 2005; Tanaka-
Ishii et al., 2010). Finally, these features need to be mapped to a readability 
level  (or  score)  with  a  machine  learning  algorithm.  Hybrid  approaches 
combining  rule-based,  statistic  and  machine  learning  methods  are  also 
explored in the area of text readability in L2 context (François & Miltsakaki, 
2012).

The sentence readability project for Swedish is currently under development 
(Volodina et al., 2012; Pilán et al., forthcoming). It has arisen in response to 
the  need  for  a  reliable  algorithm  for  classification  of  sentences  into 
appropriate CEFR-levels in Lärka context. 

This project was initially focused on general ranking of corpus hits according 
to their “appropriateness”  (Volodina et al.,  2012b).  The aim has gradually 
evolved and eventually crystallized into finding an NLP-based algorithm to 
predict which lexical, morpho-syntactic and possibly other linguistic elements 
which students are able to understand at a certain language learning level 
(Pilán et al., forthcoming). 

This  project  builds  upon  experimenting  with  both  manually  weighted 
heuristic  rules,  as  well  as  with  machine  learning  techniques.  During  the 
selection of parameters and features not only superficial readability criteria 
such as sentence and word lengths are taken into consideration,  but also 
deeper linguistic aspects from a second language teaching perspective (part-
of-speech,  depth of  dependencies etc.).  The manually  set parameters  are 
tested with  different  thresholds  and  weights  until  optimized  for  a  certain 
CEFR level (see Figure 4). However, to know that the parameter setting is 
optimal, we need access to experienced teachers who can assess the result 
(a kind of crowdsourcing), or an open-source collection of sentences labelled 
for levels to test the prediction accuracy of heuristic rules. 

The  machine  learning  part  involves  supervised techniques  to  classify  the 
difficulty  level  of  sentences,  the  training  data  being  a  corpus  based  on 
second  language  teaching  materials,  labeled  with  CEFR  levels,  currently 
available  only  for  B1  and  B2  levels.  Depending  on  the  outcome  of  the 
experiments and users’ preferences, the sentence retrieval process could be 
fully automatic (based only on the trained model), semi-automatic (with a 
combination of manual parameters and the trained model) or only manual, 
so that selection of sentences can be fully customized according to specific 
needs of teachers and students. 

The collection of texts labelled for CEFR levels provides, thereby, a number of 
opportunities to solve the challenges we face. Moreover, the availability of 
the training data in question labelled for additional  text variables, i.e.  not 
only  for  CEFR  levels  but  also  for  topics,  genres,  etc.  can  facilitate  other 
research  projects  relevant  for  ICALL,  for  example  automatic  selection  of 
appropriate  texts  for  the  target  proficiency  level,  automatic  retrieval  of 
topical texts, automatic question generation, to name just a few.
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FIGURE 4. LINGUISTIC PARAMETERS FOR SENTENCE READABILITY, HEURISTIC RULES

3.     Towards a corpus of CEFR-related course book texts 

It  is  known  to  be  rather  controversial  to  break  down  CEFR  “can-do” 
statements  into  concrete  constituents,  partly  due  to  the  “human  factor”. 
Course material producers and teachers often go by their subjective “expert 
judgements”  and  intuitions,  not  necessarily  agreeing  with  each  other. 
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However,  we  take  it  for  granted  that  teachers'  interpretations  of  CEFR 
guidelines, subjective when taken individually, present an objective ground 
for generalizations and approximations about language complexity and level-
wise  content,  when  taken  collectively.  Therefore,  we  assume  that,  given 
texts used for CEFR-based courses from different authors and publishers, we 
can  perform  empirical  evidence-based  studies  of  a  number  of  linguistic 
aspects  expected  of  learners  at  different  levels,  for  example  vocabulary 
scope,  most  common  grammar  per  level,  text  complexity,  sentence 
complexity. Apart from that, we are interested in studying typical linguistic 
features for texts of different CEFR-based themes (topical domains).

Texts related to language learning fall  into  two categories:  (1)  “input”  or 
normative texts provided by course book writers or selected by teachers; and 
(2) “output” or learner produced texts showing learner performance at the 
studied  level.  While  learner  output  texts  (not  necessarily  linked  to  CEFR 
levels, though) have been the object of study in different projects for both 
Swedish (Johansson Kokkinakis & Magnusson,  2011; Hultman & Westman, 
1977;  Nyström,  2000;  Östlund-Stjärnegårdh,  2002)  and  other  languages 
(Carlsten, 2012; Hawkins & Buttery, 2009), the study of normative course 
book  texts  from  L2  perspective  is  rather  rarely  pursued  (Lindberg  & 
Johansson Kokkinakis,  2007, 2009;  François & Miltsakaki, 2012). The main 
(hypothetical) reason for that is absence of accessible digitized data.  In the 
project described in this section we describer our initial efforts at collecting 
normative texts to fill in the gap and to form the ground for CEFR-based text 
research for Swedish.

3.1 Collecting corpus materials

To identify relevant course materials, a number of teachers of CEFR-related 
courses  have  been  interviewed  and  the  relevant  publishers  have 
subsequently  been  contacted  for  electronic  materials.  However,  texts  in 
electronic  format  have  proven  to  be  rather  difficult  to  obtain.  Of  all  the 
contacted publishers only Liber has shown understanding and provided files 
for  our research.  To tackle the problem of lacking texts,  we opted for  an 
optical scanning approach subcontracting the relevant digitizing centre. The 
total  amount  of  course books in pages is  3187;  which corresponds  to an 
estimated corpus size of approximately 3 million tokens. 

Our pilot level has become B1, with 3 different course books, each containing 
mixed contents (e.g. half the book B1 level and half the book B2 level; or a 
part of the book A1/A2, the rest B1), totalling 565 pages. 

3.2 Corpus annotation 

Annotation of course book texts consists of the following two steps: 

1. annotation for CEFR-relevant variables and

2. annotation for linguistic parameters.

We  have  annotated  texts  for  CEFR-variables using  an  editor  that  we 
developed ourselves. We used Lärka as the basis  for the editor.  Figure 5 
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presents the course book editor view: the menu on the left inserts different 
tags into the text field;  the field on the right keeps track of the ids used 
throughout the file. 

FIGURE 5. COURSE BOOK EDITOR DEVELOPED FOR THIS PROJECT

The taxonomy of text variables gives the key to different empirical and NLP-
based studies. In our corpus, the text mass is divided into Extras (foreword, 
contents,  acknowledgements,  etc.)  and  Lessons (i.e.  chapters).  Lessons, 
further, contain different types of language and are subdivided into  Texts, 
Activity  instructions,  Tasks,  Lists and  Language  examples.  A  more  fine-
grained division of lesson-related text variables is shown in Figure 6. 

Text genres is a modified version of genre families described in Martin & 
Rose (2008). The scheme over genre families has been extended by some 
macrofunctions according to the CEFR, e.g.  exposition, exegesis  (Council of 
Europe, 2001:126); as well as by the genre family marked as “other” which 
contains text types that we could not place in any of the main three families 
(narration,  facts,  evaluation).  Among  the  a-typical  (compared  to 
Matin&Rose's  genre  families)  text  types  are  puzzles,  rhymes,  lyrics,  
questionnaires, letters, etc. The genre taxonomy is not final since we expect 
to encounter other deviating categories during the annotation work. 

Topics have  been  derived  from  the  CEFR  document  (Council  of  Europe, 
2001:52).  As with genres, we expect the list of topics to grow during the 
annotation period to cover the diversity of the topics in the course books. 

Activity instructions usually precede the actual  Tasks (e.g. exercises or text 
questions) and contain imperative sentences in the majority of cases.  Lists 
provide  active vocabulary  for  training  or  phrases/sentences to  use  during 
some  tasks;  whereas  Language  examples introduce  new  grammar  or 
vocabulary  patterns,  that  the  learner  should  focus  on  and  often  contain 
explanations. 
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The division of the language used in Lessons into Texts and other categories 
is made to cater for different types of research that can be performed once 
the corpus is available. We plan, for example, to study the type of questions 
on different text genres to generalize about how questions differ in number 
and contents depending upon the genre and topic of the text,  which will 
influence the question generation engine for that particular text genre. 

FIGURE 6. SUBMENUS OF THE MAIN ANNOTATION MENU FOR TEXT VARIABLES. 

Once the course book editor is stable, it will be available for use for any other 
L2 language course book annotation, language independent. Since it is web-
based, it can be accessed from anywhere without prior installation. 

Annotation  for  linguistic  variables includes annotation  for  parts  of  speech 
(pos), morpho-syntactic information (msd), syntactic relations (ref, dephead, 
deprel), lemmas, and linking to morphology lexicon (lex, saldo). This is an 
automated procedure that is used in Korp import pipeline (Borin et al. 2012), 
Korp being an infrastructure for storing and browsing a large collection of 
Swedish texts. Example of how a text can look after this annotation is given 
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in Figure 7.  In the near future  we plan to build infrastructure  in Korp for 
working with CEFR-related variables. 

<w  pos="DT"  msd="DT.UTR.SIN.IND"  lemma="|en|"  lex="|en..al.1|"  saldo="|den..1|en..2|" 
prefix="|" suffix="|" ref="1" dephead="2" deprel="DT">En</w>

<w  pos="NN"  msd="NN.UTR.SIN.IND.NOM"  lemma="|"  lex="|"  saldo="|"  prefix="|
exempel..nn.1|"  suffix="|text..nn.1|"  ref="2"  dephead="3" 
deprel="SS">exempeltext</w>

FIGURE 7. EXAMPLE OF A TEXT ANNOTATED FOR LINGUISTIC VARIABLES

4.     Concluding remarks

The  problem of  sparse  data  is  well  known  in  the  area  of  computational 
linguistics,  especially  within  machine  learning,  information  extraction  and 
other  subfields  that  require  reliable  reference  and  training  data,  a  “gold 
standard”,  i.e.  data  that  perfectly  matches  the  purpose  so  that  the 
instruments can be trained and fine-tuned on it. A collection of course book 
texts annotated for CEFR variables presented in this paper provides a unique 
training dataset for a variety of natural language processing tasks relevant 
for (but not limited to) ICALL, including topic modelling, genre identification, 
question generation and automatic classification of texts and sentences by 
their readability. 

Access  to  such  data  in  pedagogical  empirical  studies  facilitates 
generalizations and approximations about language use in L2 context. With 
this project, we lay the ground for further pedagogically relevant studies of 
CEFR related texts in Swedish. The most important for us, however, is the 
fact that the access to this corpus is the only way to address the research 
agenda prompted by the development of the ICALL platform for Swedish.

The corpus based on course book texts cannot be made publicly available 
due  to  copyright  restrictions.  However,  once  the  instruments  for  level 
classification  and  eventually  topic  categorization  are  reliable,  it  will  be 
possible to classify arbitrary texts, e.g. texts available through Språkbanken's 
corpus infrastructure Korp (Borin et al., 2012) into CEFR levels and thematic 
domains. Since materials from Korp are digitally available, they will facilitate 
further studies of CEFR specific linguistic aspects per proficiency level. Text 
classification into levels and topics is eventually planned to be included into 
the standard annotation process for Korp for any new text collections.
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